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Junction Box Geo Fresh IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Fresh Geo Series IP6K9K push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finelypolished AISI 304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons.





Junction Box Geo Fresh IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Fresh Geo Series IP6K9K push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finelypolished AISI 304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons.





Electrical Enclosure Fresh Luxor IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Electrical hygienic enclosure Fresh Series IP6K9K, specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working. Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Enclosure Fresh Tribeca IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Electrical Fresh Tribeca Series IP6K9K enclosure with a large capacity, specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie. Easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width.Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Wall Enclosure Luxor Fresh IP66 · FRESH SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Electrical enclosure Fresh Series, specially designed for the food industry. No openings where bacter ia could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working.Moreover the slopped of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Enclosure Fresh Tribeca IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Electrical Fresh Tribeca Series IP6K9K enclosure with a large capacity, specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie. Easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width.Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Wall Enclosure Luxor Fresh IP66 · FRESH SERIES

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Electrical enclosure Fresh Series, specially designed for the food industry. No openings where bacter ia could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working.Moreover the slopped of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Enclosure Fresh Luxor IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Electrical hygienic enclosure Fresh Series IP6K9K, specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working. Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Enclosure Fresh Tribeca IP6K9K · FRESH SERIES

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Electrical Fresh Tribeca Series IP6K9K enclosure with a large capacity, specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie. Easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width.Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Electrical Wall Enclosure Luxor Fresh IP66 · FRESH SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Electrical enclosure Fresh Series, specially designed for the food industry. No openings where bacter ia could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working.Moreover the slopped of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Junction Box Geo Fresh IP66 · FRESH SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Geo Series push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons in food procesing industry.





Junction Box Geo Fresh IP66 · FRESH SERIES

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Geo Series push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons in food procesing industry.





Junction Box Geo Fresh IP66 · FRESH SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Geo Series push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons in food procesing industry.





Stainless Steel Free-Standing Enclosure IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Stainless steel Free standing enclosures  and cabinets Tribeca IP66 series with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L & AISI 316L





Stainless Steel Free-Standing Enclosure IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel Free standing enclosures  and cabinets Tribeca IP66 series with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L & AISI 316L





Stainless Steel Free-Standing Enclosure IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel Free standing enclosures  and cabinets Tribeca IP66 series with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L & AISI 316L





Stainless Steel Free-Standing Enclosure IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel Free standing enclosures  and cabinets Tribeca IP66 series with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L & AISI 316L





Tribeca EMC Free-Stand Enclosures · TRIBECA SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Tribeca EMC enclosures with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding. It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified 





Tribeca EMC Free-Stand Enclosures · TRIBECA SERIES

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Tribeca EMC enclosures with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding. It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified 





Assembly Frame · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Chassis modular cabinets. Used to divide the front of the cabinets into several sections for quick placement of instrumentation.





Pivot Frame · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The ideal solution for the placement of all instrumentation, with easy and comfortable access from the back.





Reinforcing Frame · Accessories

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Using a reinforced frame in our enclosure gives us more confidence and consistency, especially in the door, but also in the rest of the structure, above all for large enclosures.





Aluminium Free-Standing Enclosure · TRIBECA SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Tribeca compact electric cabinet with improved design, robust, easy to open by rotating handle with four locking points, smooth opening, easy installation on the floor itself, flexible, maximum working width. Made in aluminum painted RAL 7035 paint finish.





Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP6K9K · TRIBECA SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Tribeca Series IP6K9K compact enclosures with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L.Available in one or two doors, 120° swivel, easily removable.We recommend cable entry hollow base.





Galvanized Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The painted Galvanized steel enclosures TRIBECA Series are rugged, easy opening by rotary and four locking points, smoothly opening by hinges in stainless steel, ease of placement on the floor itself, flexibility and range of maximum operating handle for your assembly, and a unique design painted galvanized steel RAL 7035. 





Aluminium Free-Standing Enclosure · TRIBECA SERIES

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
Tribeca compact electric cabinet with improved design, robust, easy to open by rotating handle with four locking points, smooth opening, easy installation on the floor itself, flexible, maximum working width. Made in aluminum painted RAL 7035 paint finish.





Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP6K9K · TRIBECA SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Tribeca Series IP6K9K compact enclosures with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L.Available in one or two doors, 120° swivel, easily removable.We recommend cable entry hollow base.





Aluminium Free-Standing Enclosure · TRIBECA SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Tribeca compact electric cabinet with improved design, robust, easy to open by rotating handle with four locking points, smooth opening, easy installation on the floor itself, flexible, maximum working width. Made in aluminum painted RAL 7035 paint finish.





Aluminium Free-Standing Enclosure · TRIBECA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Tribeca compact electric cabinet with improved design, robust, easy to open by rotating handle with four locking points, smooth opening, easy installation on the floor itself, flexible, maximum working width. Made in aluminum painted RAL 7035 paint finish.





Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP6K9K · TRIBECA SERIES

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Tribeca Series IP6K9K compact enclosures with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L.Available in one or two doors, 120° swivel, easily removable.We recommend cable entry hollow base.





Galvanized Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The painted Galvanized steel enclosures TRIBECA Series are rugged, easy opening by rotary and four locking points, smoothly opening by hinges in stainless steel, ease of placement on the floor itself, flexibility and range of maximum operating handle for your assembly, and a unique design painted galvanized steel RAL 7035. 





Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP6K9K · TRIBECA SERIES

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Tribeca Series IP6K9K compact enclosures with improved design, robust, easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width and a unique design in stainless steel AISI 304L.Available in one or two doors, 120° swivel, easily removable.We recommend cable entry hollow base.





Galvanized Free-Standing Enclosure Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
The painted Galvanized steel enclosures TRIBECA Series are rugged, easy opening by rotary and four locking points, smoothly opening by hinges in stainless steel, ease of placement on the floor itself, flexibility and range of maximum operating handle for your assembly, and a unique design painted galvanized steel RAL 7035. 





Protection Frame Window · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Manufactured in stainless steel, it is used to provide maximum viewing capacity of the indication elements and protection of the controls or indicators, and is transparent and resistant to chemicals.





Nema Enclosures Type 3x-4x

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Nema 3X, Nema 3RX, Nema 3SX, Nema 4 and Nema 4X.Approved Products: Luxor, Geo, Tribeca and Titan.





Nema Enclosures Type 5-13

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Nema 5, Nema 6, Nema 6P, Nema 12, Nema 12K and Nema 13.Approved Products: Luxor, Geo, Tribeca, Titan and Prius.





Nema Enclosures Types 1-3

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Nema enclosures in non Hazardous Locations, the specific enclosure types, their applications, and the environmental conditions they are designed to protect against, when completely and properly installed are as follows.Nema 1, Nema 2, Nema 3, Nema 3R, Nema 3S. Approved Products: Luxor, Geo, Tribeca and Titan.





Metric Stainless Steel AISI 304 Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel AISI 316 Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel AISI 316 plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, plugs IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands AISI316L

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316 IP68, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





PG Nickel Plated AISI 304 Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
PG nickel plated AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





PG Stainless Steel AISI 304 Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
PG stainless steel AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





PG Stainless Steel AISI 316 Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
PG stainless steel AISI 316 plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, plugs IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel AISI 304 Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel AISI 316 Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel AISI 316 plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, plugs IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands AISI316L

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316 IP68, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands AISI316L

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316 IP68, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands AISI316L

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316 IP68, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





PG Nickel Plated AISI 304 Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
PG nickel plated AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





PG Stainless Steel AISI 304 Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
PG stainless steel AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





PG Stainless Steel AISI 316 Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
PG stainless steel AISI 316 plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, plugs IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel AISI 304 Plug IP68

Cable Glands
Metric stainless steel AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel AISI 316 Plug IP68

Cable Glands
Metric stainless steel AISI 316 plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, plugs IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands AISI316L

Cable Glands
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316 IP68, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





PG Nickel Plated AISI 304 Plug IP68

Cable Glands
PG nickel plated AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





PG Stainless Steel AISI 304 Plug IP68

Cable Glands
PG stainless steel AISI 304 hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





PG Stainless Steel AISI 316 Plug IP68

Cable Glands
PG stainless steel AISI 316 plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, plugs IP68. Call us now and save money!





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

Hygienic Design Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

XXL Electrical Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Enclosure with Inclined Roof · Fresh Tribeca Series

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





Floor Mount Sloped Roof Enclosure · FRESH TRIBECA SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Electrical Hygienic Fresh Tribeca Series enclosure with a large capacity, specially designed for the food industry. No openings, hinges, where bacter ia could lie.Easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Floor Mount Sloped Roof Enclosure · FRESH TRIBECA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Electrical Hygienic Fresh Tribeca Series enclosure with a large capacity, specially designed for the food industry. No openings, hinges, where bacter ia could lie.Easy opening by rotating handle and four point lock, easy placement on the floor, flexible, maximum working width Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Outdoor Cooling Units UL · UL TROPIC SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The UL Tropic outdoor cooling units are offered for the application in especially harsh environments. With an integrated heater, a reliable mechanical thermostat and cooling fan redundancy, the units are also listed according to UL/cUL Typ 12, 3R, 4 and optional 4X. ...





Outdoor Cooling Units UL · UL TROPIC SERIES

Air Conditioners
The UL Tropic outdoor cooling units are offered for the application in especially harsh environments. With an integrated heater, a reliable mechanical thermostat and cooling fan redundancy, the units are also listed according to UL/cUL Typ 12, 3R, 4 and optional 4X. ...





Outdoor Cooling Units UL · UL TROPIC SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The UL Tropic outdoor cooling units are offered for the application in especially harsh environments. With an integrated heater, a reliable mechanical thermostat and cooling fan redundancy, the units are also listed according to UL/cUL Typ 12, 3R, 4 and optional 4X. ...





Outdoor Cooling Units UL · UL TROPIC SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
The UL Tropic outdoor cooling units are offered for the application in especially harsh environments. With an integrated heater, a reliable mechanical thermostat and cooling fan redundancy, the units are also listed according to UL/cUL Typ 12, 3R, 4 and optional 4X. ...





Air Cooling Indoor Clima IP54 · CLIMA SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Air cooling enclosures CLIMA, Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides. Delvalle provides a wide range of references based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 2000 W and thermostat digital. By request we can supply up to 10.000W.Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides.





Air Cooling Indoor Clima IP54 · CLIMA SERIES

Air Conditioners
Air cooling enclosures CLIMA, Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides. Delvalle provides a wide range of references based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 2000 W and thermostat digital. By request we can supply up to 10.000W.Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides.





Air Cooling Indoor Clima IP54 · CLIMA SERIES

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
Air cooling enclosures CLIMA, Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides. Delvalle provides a wide range of references based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 2000 W and thermostat digital. By request we can supply up to 10.000W.Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides.





Outdoor Air Conditioner Electrical Enclosures IP54 · TROPIC SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The largest range of IP54 air conditioners electrical enclosures refrigerators in the market, air conditioners for electrical enclosures without filter and manufacture stainless steel housing. Delvalle provides a wide range of reference based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 4000 W and thermostat digital. 





Outdoor Air Conditioner Electrical Enclosures IP54 · TROPIC SERIES

Air Conditioners
The largest range of IP54 air conditioners electrical enclosures refrigerators in the market, air conditioners for electrical enclosures without filter and manufacture stainless steel housing. Delvalle provides a wide range of reference based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 4000 W and thermostat digital. 





Outdoor Air Conditioner Electrical Enclosures IP54 · TROPIC SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
The largest range of IP54 air conditioners electrical enclosures refrigerators in the market, air conditioners for electrical enclosures without filter and manufacture stainless steel housing. Delvalle provides a wide range of reference based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 4000 W and thermostat digital. 





Thermoelectric Cooling + Heating IP67

Thermoelectric Coolers
The DelValle stainless steel thermoelectric cooler cooling + heating can be supplied in various types, from 30W to 300W, with a protection up to IP67 between the inside and outside of the panel once inserted. Also, depending on the model chosen, ranging from 2.3 A up to 15A....





Thermoelectric Cooling + Heating IP67

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The DelValle stainless steel thermoelectric cooler cooling + heating can be supplied in various types, from 30W to 300W, with a protection up to IP67 between the inside and outside of the panel once inserted. Also, depending on the model chosen, ranging from 2.3 A up to 15A....





Air Cooling Indoor Clima IP54 · CLIMA SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Air cooling enclosures CLIMA, Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides. Delvalle provides a wide range of references based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 2000 W and thermostat digital. By request we can supply up to 10.000W.Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides.





Outdoor Air Conditioner Electrical Enclosures IP54 · TROPIC SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
The largest range of IP54 air conditioners electrical enclosures refrigerators in the market, air conditioners for electrical enclosures without filter and manufacture stainless steel housing. Delvalle provides a wide range of reference based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 4000 W and thermostat digital. 





Air Cooling Indoor Clima IP54 · CLIMA SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Air cooling enclosures CLIMA, Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides. Delvalle provides a wide range of references based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 2000 W and thermostat digital. By request we can supply up to 10.000W.Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides.





Air Cooling Indoor Clima IP54 · CLIMA SERIES

Air cooling enclosures CLIMA, Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides. Delvalle provides a wide range of references based on the voltage, which ranges from 350 to 2000 W and thermostat digital. By request we can supply up to 10.000W.Quick mounting, reliable, low maintenance and optimum design. Adaptable for any part of the enclosure: doors, back or sides.





Dehumidifier Electrical Enclosures

Thermoelectric Coolers
The dedhumidifier Delvalle is a special form of switch cabinet cooling technology....





Dehumidifier Electrical Enclosures

Temperature Control
The dedhumidifier Delvalle is a special form of switch cabinet cooling technology....





Dehumidifier Electrical Enclosures

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The dedhumidifier Delvalle is a special form of switch cabinet cooling technology....





Roof for Electrical Enclosures · ACCESSORIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
In Delvalle we offer the possibility to ask for self-ventilated roofs.The Sloped roof for enclosures are typically used in Outdoor environments to prevent dust and water from settling on the top of the outdoor cabinet & enclosure.Many roof sloped diferents design to add outdoor telecom racks, industrial panel and electrical enclosures.





Sun Reflective Treatment “SunTerm” for Outdoor Electrical Enclosures

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
SunTerm is a treatment coating for use in outdoor electrical enclosures, contain a reflective component that deflects the infrared light, and thus the half of the sun’s total energy, from any substrate that it coats. As a result, the surface of the substrate, and any interior ambient that it protect, are cooler than a standard coating. ...





Thermoelectric Cooling Unit Peltier IP55

Thermoelectric Coolers
The Switch Cabinet Cooler (Thermoelectric peltier)  Delvalle offers their customers may be supplied in two different variants  50W or 100W. The warm side (outside) is designed until IP55 degree of protection.Thermoelectric cooling without liquid refrigerantInstallation possible in any positionResistant to adverse environmental conditionsProtection rating up to IP67, robust stainless steel built-on enclosure 





Thermoelectric Cooling Unit Peltier IP55

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The Switch Cabinet Cooler (Thermoelectric peltier)  Delvalle offers their customers may be supplied in two different variants  50W or 100W. The warm side (outside) is designed until IP55 degree of protection.Thermoelectric cooling without liquid refrigerantInstallation possible in any positionResistant to adverse environmental conditionsProtection rating up to IP67, robust stainless steel built-on enclosure 





Electronic Opening Handle for Enclosures · Accessories

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The electronic opening handle made by Delvalle is an economic solution for cabinets up to two doors. The opening is through a PIN code on the embedded numeric keypad and can be programmed freely with up to 5 different codes. After an initial programming, the user, by entering his access code, can open the handle to open the door.





Lighting for Electrical Enclosures

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Delvalle compact luminaires are specially designed for use in electrical cabinets. We have low consumption luminaires with LED or the fluorescent tube standard....





Roof for Electrical Enclosures · ACCESSORIES

Outdoor Enclosures
In Delvalle we offer the possibility to ask for self-ventilated roofs.The Sloped roof for enclosures are typically used in Outdoor environments to prevent dust and water from settling on the top of the outdoor cabinet & enclosure.Many roof sloped diferents design to add outdoor telecom racks, industrial panel and electrical enclosures.





Roof for Electrical Enclosures · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
In Delvalle we offer the possibility to ask for self-ventilated roofs.The Sloped roof for enclosures are typically used in Outdoor environments to prevent dust and water from settling on the top of the outdoor cabinet & enclosure.Many roof sloped diferents design to add outdoor telecom racks, industrial panel and electrical enclosures.





Sun Reflective Treatment “SunTerm” for Outdoor Electrical Enclosures

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
SunTerm is a treatment coating for use in outdoor electrical enclosures, contain a reflective component that deflects the infrared light, and thus the half of the sun’s total energy, from any substrate that it coats. As a result, the surface of the substrate, and any interior ambient that it protect, are cooler than a standard coating. ...





Sun Reflective Treatment “SunTerm” for Outdoor Electrical Enclosures

Outdoor Enclosures
SunTerm is a treatment coating for use in outdoor electrical enclosures, contain a reflective component that deflects the infrared light, and thus the half of the sun’s total energy, from any substrate that it coats. As a result, the surface of the substrate, and any interior ambient that it protect, are cooler than a standard coating. ...





Cable entry seals for Enclosures & Cabinets ROXTEC

Cable Glands
Delvalle is a Roxtec authorized instalator & distributor.Factory trained and committed to offering the highest level of service and installation support to our customers.Sealing modules for use with Roxtec frames.Autorized assembling, installer and Distributor by Roxtec.Our adaptable customized enclosure solutions, based on sealing modules with removable layers, makes installation easy and safe. The modules consist of two halves and a center core.





Outdoor Enclosure · SUNBOX

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Monobloc system outdoor Enclosures manufactured stainless steel AISI 304L & 316L. made Robust, Ip66 waterproof and dust protection, developed and designed for outdoor use and more specifically for installations with extreme climatic conditions, such as solar or wind parks ensuring maximum resistance thanks to the stainless steel which it is manufactured with and greatly appreciated in Delvalle’s experience with the major brands....





Panoramic Wall Mounted Stainless Steel Enclosure Luxor Tedeo IP66 · LUXOR TEDEO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Delvalle knows the needs of our customers and for this we’ve created the panoramic wall mounted completely Luxor Tedeo Series stainless steel cabinet, with two or three doors AISI 304L EN 14306.Is possible to open up the door with neumatic dampers.





Thermal Insulation for Electrical Panels TermoTisa · TERMOTISA SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Delvalle I+D deparment has specially designed the insulating TermoTisa X100, in 15mm polyurethane with a coated porous braided polyestar support sheet, to be installed on the enclosure walls and so ensure a thermal insulation of 0.0365 W/mk. We also have the insulating TermoTisa X220 is an insulating product resistant to extreme temperatures of 220ºC for 1.000 hours, it contains the high quality melamine based foam. The material is resistant to liquids; doesn´t peel off, is self extinguishing...





Outdoor Enclosure · SUNBOX

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Monobloc system outdoor Enclosures manufactured stainless steel AISI 304L & 316L. made Robust, Ip66 waterproof and dust protection, developed and designed for outdoor use and more specifically for installations with extreme climatic conditions, such as solar or wind parks ensuring maximum resistance thanks to the stainless steel which it is manufactured with and greatly appreciated in Delvalle’s experience with the major brands....





Panoramic Wall Mounted Stainless Steel Enclosure Luxor Tedeo IP66 · LUXOR TEDEO SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Delvalle knows the needs of our customers and for this we’ve created the panoramic wall mounted completely Luxor Tedeo Series stainless steel cabinet, with two or three doors AISI 304L EN 14306.Is possible to open up the door with neumatic dampers.





Customized Surface Finish · Accessories

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The surface finish in epoxy-polyester paint used by Delvalle is long lasting and provides its cabinets with a decorative finish. We offer a wide range of colours based on the RAL system, using RAL 7032 and 7035 as our standard colours.





Outdoor Enclosure · SUNBOX

Outdoor Enclosures
Monobloc system outdoor Enclosures manufactured stainless steel AISI 304L & 316L. made Robust, Ip66 waterproof and dust protection, developed and designed for outdoor use and more specifically for installations with extreme climatic conditions, such as solar or wind parks ensuring maximum resistance thanks to the stainless steel which it is manufactured with and greatly appreciated in Delvalle’s experience with the major brands....





Thermal Insulation for Electrical Panels TermoTisa · TERMOTISA SERIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Delvalle I+D deparment has specially designed the insulating TermoTisa X100, in 15mm polyurethane with a coated porous braided polyestar support sheet, to be installed on the enclosure walls and so ensure a thermal insulation of 0.0365 W/mk. We also have the insulating TermoTisa X220 is an insulating product resistant to extreme temperatures of 220ºC for 1.000 hours, it contains the high quality melamine based foam. The material is resistant to liquids; doesn´t peel off, is self extinguishing...





Thermal Insulation for Electrical Panels TermoTisa · TERMOTISA SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
Delvalle I+D deparment has specially designed the insulating TermoTisa X100, in 15mm polyurethane with a coated porous braided polyestar support sheet, to be installed on the enclosure walls and so ensure a thermal insulation of 0.0365 W/mk. We also have the insulating TermoTisa X220 is an insulating product resistant to extreme temperatures of 220ºC for 1.000 hours, it contains the high quality melamine based foam. The material is resistant to liquids; doesn´t peel off, is self extinguishing...





Outdoor Enclosure · SUNBOX

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Monobloc system outdoor Enclosures manufactured stainless steel AISI 304L & 316L. made Robust, Ip66 waterproof and dust protection, developed and designed for outdoor use and more specifically for installations with extreme climatic conditions, such as solar or wind parks ensuring maximum resistance thanks to the stainless steel which it is manufactured with and greatly appreciated in Delvalle’s experience with the major brands....





Panoramic Wall Mounted Stainless Steel Enclosure Luxor Tedeo IP66 · LUXOR TEDEO SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Delvalle knows the needs of our customers and for this we’ve created the panoramic wall mounted completely Luxor Tedeo Series stainless steel cabinet, with two or three doors AISI 304L EN 14306.Is possible to open up the door with neumatic dampers.





Panoramic Wall Mounted Stainless Steel Enclosure Luxor Tedeo IP66 · LUXOR TEDEO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Delvalle knows the needs of our customers and for this we’ve created the panoramic wall mounted completely Luxor Tedeo Series stainless steel cabinet, with two or three doors AISI 304L EN 14306.Is possible to open up the door with neumatic dampers.





Temperature and Humidity Smart Sensor

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The temperature and humidity compact smart sensor Delvalle electronically records temperature and humidity and converts the measured data into a standardized analog 4-20 mA or a digital IO-Link signal. The converted value signals can be utilized or further processed by a control or monitoring unit. The smart sensor is suitable for installation inside and outside the enclosure, even in harsh environmental conditions as can be found in the wind power industry: in shielded outdoor areas and exposed...





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





Temperature and Humidity Smart Sensor

Temperature Control
The temperature and humidity compact smart sensor Delvalle electronically records temperature and humidity and converts the measured data into a standardized analog 4-20 mA or a digital IO-Link signal. The converted value signals can be utilized or further processed by a control or monitoring unit. The smart sensor is suitable for installation inside and outside the enclosure, even in harsh environmental conditions as can be found in the wind power industry: in shielded outdoor areas and exposed...





Temperature and Humidity Smart Sensor

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The temperature and humidity compact smart sensor Delvalle electronically records temperature and humidity and converts the measured data into a standardized analog 4-20 mA or a digital IO-Link signal. The converted value signals can be utilized or further processed by a control or monitoring unit. The smart sensor is suitable for installation inside and outside the enclosure, even in harsh environmental conditions as can be found in the wind power industry: in shielded outdoor areas and exposed...





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





PH120 Fire Rated Enclosure · FIRE-GEO SERIES

Fire Rated Enclosures
Delvalle fire rated enclosures have been successfully tested to in fire standards.PH120, according UNE EN 50200, Insulation integrity (120 minutes exposure) in accordance with 842ºC with exposure to fire with water spray & mechanical shock in accordance with EN 50200. We have different sizes and customized designs for a fire rated junction boxes with screw openings or with hinges





Stainless Steel Instrumentation Enclosures IP66 · Rambo Series

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel instrumentation enclosures Rambo Series is a specifically designed for “High Integrity Pressure Protection System” applications and “Safety Instrumented System”....





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





Cable Tray · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Delvalle offers the performance of different widths and lengths of piping and cable trays in stainless steel.





Mounting Plates · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Different mounting plates for multiple uses in electrical cabinets Delvalle.





Painted Steel Enclosures

Outdoor Enclosures
At Delvalle we make available all possible options for its facilities in the open. For these environments, stainless steel is definitely the most





Pole Mount · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Delvalle offers the solution for post mounting, providing a perfect fixing of the enclosure.





Stabilizer reducer luminous flux · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The stabilizer reducer luminous flux Delvalle is ideal for paintings of street lighting as it ensures that the voltage to the lamps is always within the range of ± 2% of the nominal value.





Stainless Steel Marshalling Kiosks IP66

Outdoor Enclosures
Delvalle is a world-class manufacturer outdoor Marshalling Kiosks for deployment in electrical substations switchyards, power transformers and many other outdoor applications. ...





Switchboard Graffiti-Proof Paint · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
In Delvalle all cabinets may suminstrarse with a protective transparent anti-graffiti paint and anti-fingerprint, preventing vandalism if paint is easily removed.





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

XXL Electrical Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

Outdoor Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





Painted Steel Enclosures

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle we make available all possible options for its facilities in the open. For these environments, stainless steel is definitely the most





Painted Steel Enclosures

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle we make available all possible options for its facilities in the open. For these environments, stainless steel is definitely the most





PH120 Fire Rated Enclosure · FIRE-GEO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Delvalle fire rated enclosures have been successfully tested to in fire standards.PH120, according UNE EN 50200, Insulation integrity (120 minutes exposure) in accordance with 842ºC with exposure to fire with water spray & mechanical shock in accordance with EN 50200. We have different sizes and customized designs for a fire rated junction boxes with screw openings or with hinges





Stainless Steel Instrumentation Enclosures IP66 · Rambo Series

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel instrumentation enclosures Rambo Series is a specifically designed for “High Integrity Pressure Protection System” applications and “Safety Instrumented System”....





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





EMC Cable Entry Seals for Enclosures & Cabinets Roxtec

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Delvalle is a Roxtec authorized instalator & distributor....





Double Compression Cable Glands Armoured Atex Ex d/e IP68

Cable Glands
Double compression cable glands nickel plated and stainless steel Atex Ex d/e IP66 - IP68 made by Atex Delvalle are used for passing, holding and compressing cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, cabinets, electrical boxes or devices requiring sealing against dust, gas.Order it now and save money!





Ex Cable Glands Atex

Cable Glands
Hazardous area Ex Cable glands Atex & IECEx certified IP68 made by Atex Delvalle are used for passing, holding and compressing cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, cabinets, electrical boxes or devices requiring sealing against dust, dirt or water.https://www.prensaestopas.com/en





Stainless Steel Marshalling Kiosks IP66

Modular Distribution Enclosures
Delvalle is a world-class manufacturer outdoor Marshalling Kiosks for deployment in electrical substations switchyards, power transformers and many other outdoor applications. ...





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





XXL Compact Enclosure · Tribeca Series

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
At Delvalle, we specialize in manufacturing certified electrical enclosures for the industry, with XXL high capacity. Consolidate all electrical installations in one place: XXL electrical enclosures of high performance for your industrial needs.





Enclosure Hygienic Design Tribeca · HYGIENIC DESIGN

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Floor Stand Hygienic Design Enclosure from the Tribeca series, boasting an impressive IP66 rating and a spacious capacity tailor-made for the demanding needs of the food processing industry....





Filter Fan Stainless Steel with Casing Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Built-in filter fan IP55 with special filtering with stainless steel asing, high performance, low power, and soundless, with slim design, only 4 mm, and affordable price....





Filter Fans Prius Thermoplastic · PRIUS SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Built-in filter fan made Injected Thermoplastic, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4 mm) and an affordable price.• ECOfriendly: low consumption, high. efficiency and very silent.• Fast “clip-on” mounting.• “Inside-out” air flow direction.





Hygienic Design Enclosure Luxor · HYGIENIC DESIGN

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Mural Hygienic Design Enclosures from the Luxor series, boasting an impressive IP66 rating and a spacious capacity tailor-made for the demanding needs of the food industry....





Nema Enclosures with Disconnect Switches

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Installed on Nema 1, 3r, 4x, 12 enclosures, disconnect switches can be used at both indoor and outdoor applications. Together with a system of enclosure-and-door interlocks, disconnect switches provide an additional level of safety by preventing operators from opening any door when the disconnect switch is energized.We manufacture both single and multi-door disconnect switches.Cable Operated System Thinner cable design for more flexibility and lower bend diameter.





Public Lighting Switchboards Tropico IP66 · Tropico Series

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Public lighting switchboards made of stainless steel AISI 304L, optional painted. Robust, developed and designer for placement in urban environments, with embedded door, closed rotary triple action anti vandal and waterproof seal approved CE, UL. Also get a seal from IP54 to IP65, and the maximum possible resistance IK10. Self ventilated roof and plinth optional.





Enclosure Hygienic Design Tribeca · HYGIENIC DESIGN

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Floor Stand Hygienic Design Enclosure from the Tribeca series, boasting an impressive IP66 rating and a spacious capacity tailor-made for the demanding needs of the food processing industry....





Hygienic Design Enclosure Luxor · HYGIENIC DESIGN

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Mural Hygienic Design Enclosures from the Luxor series, boasting an impressive IP66 rating and a spacious capacity tailor-made for the demanding needs of the food industry....





Filter Fan Stainless Steel with Casing Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Filter Fans
Built-in filter fan IP55 with special filtering with stainless steel asing, high performance, low power, and soundless, with slim design, only 4 mm, and affordable price....





Filter Fan Stainless Steel with Casing Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Built-in filter fan IP55 with special filtering with stainless steel asing, high performance, low power, and soundless, with slim design, only 4 mm, and affordable price....





Filter Fans Prius Thermoplastic · PRIUS SERIES

Filter Fans
Built-in filter fan made Injected Thermoplastic, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4 mm) and an affordable price.• ECOfriendly: low consumption, high. efficiency and very silent.• Fast “clip-on” mounting.• “Inside-out” air flow direction.





Filter Fans Prius Thermoplastic · PRIUS SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Built-in filter fan made Injected Thermoplastic, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4 mm) and an affordable price.• ECOfriendly: low consumption, high. efficiency and very silent.• Fast “clip-on” mounting.• “Inside-out” air flow direction.





Outdoor Rack Tornado EMC · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
 Outdoor rack Tornado EMC IP55 with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding.It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations. Furthermore each component has passed tests carried out under extreme conditions.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified 





Public Lighting Switchboards Tropico IP66 · Tropico Series

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Public lighting switchboards made of stainless steel AISI 304L, optional painted. Robust, developed and designer for placement in urban environments, with embedded door, closed rotary triple action anti vandal and waterproof seal approved CE, UL. Also get a seal from IP54 to IP65, and the maximum possible resistance IK10. Self ventilated roof and plinth optional.





Rack Enclosure Split Body

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Divided body stainless steel cabinet painted in RAL 7032 or 7035 with three bodies ideal for electronic components and 19“ rackFitted with transparent door (Tempered glass or polycarbonate) with an open front and rear to facilitate the assembly of components.Standard models available from 3UA to 15UA. Taller and larger cabinet sizes available, thus increasing the number of UAS.Built in compliance with CE regulations.





Console Riviera IP6K9K

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Riviera Console Series IP6K9K, elegant, functional consoles manufactured in nely polished AISI 304L, EN14306 stainless steel, easily accessed, with a design which allows for IP55 protection in two doors and IP66 for one door maximum resistance of IK10....





IP68 Stainless Steel hinged Enclosure · Luxor-Amphibox

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
IP68 industrial Enclosure wall mounted Luxor-Amphibox Series  made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L, combine a number of features ideal for electrical and electronic applications where security and perfect sealing against dust and inmersion water are essential....





Nema Enclosures with Disconnect Switches

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Installed on Nema 1, 3r, 4x, 12 enclosures, disconnect switches can be used at both indoor and outdoor applications. Together with a system of enclosure-and-door interlocks, disconnect switches provide an additional level of safety by preventing operators from opening any door when the disconnect switch is energized.We manufacture both single and multi-door disconnect switches.Cable Operated System Thinner cable design for more flexibility and lower bend diameter.





Rack Enclosure Split Body

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Divided body stainless steel cabinet painted in RAL 7032 or 7035 with three bodies ideal for electronic components and 19“ rackFitted with transparent door (Tempered glass or polycarbonate) with an open front and rear to facilitate the assembly of components.Standard models available from 3UA to 15UA. Taller and larger cabinet sizes available, thus increasing the number of UAS.Built in compliance with CE regulations.





Stainless Steel Console Riviera IP66 · RIVIERA SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Riviera Console Series, elegant, functional consoles manufactured in  nely polished AISI 304L, EN14306 stainless steel, easily accessed, with a design which allows for IP55 protection in two doors and IP66 for one door maximum resistance of IK10....





Stainless Steel Enclosures For Corrosion Environments

Corrosion Resistant Enclosures
Stainless steel enclosures for harsh & corrosion environments, made in AISI 316L stainless steel – making them ideal for harsh  and corrosion environment applications. These wash-down friendly, corrosion resistant enclosures maintain a clean, protects contents against water and dust as well as being able to withstand impact to IK10 specifications and extremes of temperature ranging.





Stainless Steel Enclosures For Corrosion Environments

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel enclosures for harsh & corrosion environments, made in AISI 316L stainless steel – making them ideal for harsh  and corrosion environment applications. These wash-down friendly, corrosion resistant enclosures maintain a clean, protects contents against water and dust as well as being able to withstand impact to IK10 specifications and extremes of temperature ranging.





Support Arm System Cobra · COBRA SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Support arm systems for the human/machine interface HMI. Control arm for operator boxes, both elegant and functional, AISI 304L stainless steel manufactured with strong rotating arm and IP66 protection for placing screens, push buttons, switches and computers at the foot of the machine.Designed for Industry 4.0.Get Your Free estimate Today!





Outdoor Rack Tornado EMC · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
 Outdoor rack Tornado EMC IP55 with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding.It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations. Furthermore each component has passed tests carried out under extreme conditions.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified 





Public Lighting Switchboards Tropico IP66 · Tropico Series

Outdoor Enclosures
Public lighting switchboards made of stainless steel AISI 304L, optional painted. Robust, developed and designer for placement in urban environments, with embedded door, closed rotary triple action anti vandal and waterproof seal approved CE, UL. Also get a seal from IP54 to IP65, and the maximum possible resistance IK10. Self ventilated roof and plinth optional.





Console Riviera IP6K9K

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Riviera Console Series IP6K9K, elegant, functional consoles manufactured in nely polished AISI 304L, EN14306 stainless steel, easily accessed, with a design which allows for IP55 protection in two doors and IP66 for one door maximum resistance of IK10....





Enclosure Hygienic Design Tribeca · HYGIENIC DESIGN

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Floor Stand Hygienic Design Enclosure from the Tribeca series, boasting an impressive IP66 rating and a spacious capacity tailor-made for the demanding needs of the food processing industry....





Filter Fan Stainless Steel with Casing Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Built-in filter fan IP55 with special filtering with stainless steel asing, high performance, low power, and soundless, with slim design, only 4 mm, and affordable price....





Filter Fans Prius Thermoplastic · PRIUS SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Built-in filter fan made Injected Thermoplastic, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4 mm) and an affordable price.• ECOfriendly: low consumption, high. efficiency and very silent.• Fast “clip-on” mounting.• “Inside-out” air flow direction.





Hygienic Design Enclosure Luxor · HYGIENIC DESIGN

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Mural Hygienic Design Enclosures from the Luxor series, boasting an impressive IP66 rating and a spacious capacity tailor-made for the demanding needs of the food industry....





IP68 Stainless Steel hinged Enclosure · Luxor-Amphibox

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
IP68 industrial Enclosure wall mounted Luxor-Amphibox Series  made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L, combine a number of features ideal for electrical and electronic applications where security and perfect sealing against dust and inmersion water are essential....





Luxor EMC Wall Mount Enclosure · LUXOR SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Luxor EMC enclosures with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding. It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations. 2014/30/UE Certified





Outdoor Rack Tornado EMC · TORNADO SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
 Outdoor rack Tornado EMC IP55 with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding.It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations. Furthermore each component has passed tests carried out under extreme conditions.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified 





Public Lighting Switchboards Tropico IP66 · Tropico Series

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Public lighting switchboards made of stainless steel AISI 304L, optional painted. Robust, developed and designer for placement in urban environments, with embedded door, closed rotary triple action anti vandal and waterproof seal approved CE, UL. Also get a seal from IP54 to IP65, and the maximum possible resistance IK10. Self ventilated roof and plinth optional.





Public Lighting Switchboards Tropico IP66 · Tropico Series

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Public lighting switchboards made of stainless steel AISI 304L, optional painted. Robust, developed and designer for placement in urban environments, with embedded door, closed rotary triple action anti vandal and waterproof seal approved CE, UL. Also get a seal from IP54 to IP65, and the maximum possible resistance IK10. Self ventilated roof and plinth optional.





Rack Enclosure Split Body

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Divided body stainless steel cabinet painted in RAL 7032 or 7035 with three bodies ideal for electronic components and 19“ rackFitted with transparent door (Tempered glass or polycarbonate) with an open front and rear to facilitate the assembly of components.Standard models available from 3UA to 15UA. Taller and larger cabinet sizes available, thus increasing the number of UAS.Built in compliance with CE regulations.





Stainless Steel Console Riviera IP66 · RIVIERA SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Riviera Console Series, elegant, functional consoles manufactured in  nely polished AISI 304L, EN14306 stainless steel, easily accessed, with a design which allows for IP55 protection in two doors and IP66 for one door maximum resistance of IK10....





Stainless Steel Console Riviera IP66 · RIVIERA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Riviera Console Series, elegant, functional consoles manufactured in  nely polished AISI 304L, EN14306 stainless steel, easily accessed, with a design which allows for IP55 protection in two doors and IP66 for one door maximum resistance of IK10....





Support Arm System Cobra · COBRA SERIES

Systems for the Human Machine Interface HMI
Support arm systems for the human/machine interface HMI. Control arm for operator boxes, both elegant and functional, AISI 304L stainless steel manufactured with strong rotating arm and IP66 protection for placing screens, push buttons, switches and computers at the foot of the machine.Designed for Industry 4.0.Get Your Free estimate Today!





Support Arm System Cobra · COBRA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Support arm systems for the human/machine interface HMI. Control arm for operator boxes, both elegant and functional, AISI 304L stainless steel manufactured with strong rotating arm and IP66 protection for placing screens, push buttons, switches and computers at the foot of the machine.Designed for Industry 4.0.Get Your Free estimate Today!





Geo EMC Junction Boxes · GEO SERIES

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Geo EMC Series push-button and junction box with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding. Compact design offering complete protection and resistance to impact.2014/30/UE certified





Luxor EMC Wall Mount Enclosure · LUXOR SERIES

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Luxor EMC enclosures with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding. It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations. 2014/30/UE Certified





Outdoor Rack Tornado EMC · TORNADO SERIES

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
 Outdoor rack Tornado EMC IP55 with an EPDM conductive gasket between frame and contact surface, ensure a perfect electrical connection and superior shielding.It meets all standards required to ensure total safety in electrical installations. Furthermore each component has passed tests carried out under extreme conditions.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified 





Console Riviera IP6K9K

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Riviera Console Series IP6K9K, elegant, functional consoles manufactured in nely polished AISI 304L, EN14306 stainless steel, easily accessed, with a design which allows for IP55 protection in two doors and IP66 for one door maximum resistance of IK10....





Aluminum Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Aluminium cabinet Tornado Series with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Roof Fan Viper IP54 · VIPER SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Roof Fan, specially designed for extracting heat from the top of the cabinet, for achieving a perfect air flow in the inside.





Sun Shield Enclosures IP66

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Sun Shield Enclosures IP66 provides protection for single or multiple instruments, preventing Electrical & electronics devices,due to temperature changes caused by solar radiation....





Aluminum Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
Aluminium cabinet Tornado Series with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Aluminum Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Aluminium cabinet Tornado Series with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Roof Fan Viper IP54 · VIPER SERIES

Filter Fans
Roof Fan, specially designed for extracting heat from the top of the cabinet, for achieving a perfect air flow in the inside.





Roof Fan Viper IP54 · VIPER SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Roof Fan, specially designed for extracting heat from the top of the cabinet, for achieving a perfect air flow in the inside.





Sun Shield Enclosures IP66

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Sun Shield Enclosures IP66 provides protection for single or multiple instruments, preventing Electrical & electronics devices,due to temperature changes caused by solar radiation....





Ventilation Brackets · Accessories

Temperature Controlled Enclosures
Placed both in the front enclosure and on the side, allowing a perfect flow of air inside.





Ventilation Brackets · Accessories

Temperature Control
Placed both in the front enclosure and on the side, allowing a perfect flow of air inside.





Ventilation Brackets · Accessories

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Placed both in the front enclosure and on the side, allowing a perfect flow of air inside.





Ventilation Brackets · Accessories

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Placed both in the front enclosure and on the side, allowing a perfect flow of air inside.





Stainless Steel Fire Extinguisher Enclosure IP66

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
The stainless steel fire extinguisher enclosure IP66(W) is a security equipment to provide a fire extinguisher aimed to users, when they need it in an emergency. Directed to companies such as in food processing, food industry, tunnels,...It’s a perfect equipment when the fire extinguisher needs to be sealed from the outside to avoid dust and contamination.





Aluminum Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
Aluminium cabinet Tornado Series with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Collapsible Table · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Built in steel or galvanized, with the option of finishing in other colors. Attached directly to the reinforcement of the door frame, adjustable in height in 25mm intervals and so the tray can be placed in 4 different positions. 





Cross Cable Guide · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
With this guide inside the door we get a perfectly ordered wiring. Ideal for the passage of instrumentation in the case of front blanks.





Door-Locking System · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
A locking system for compact enclosures with several doors. The main door blocks the access to secondary doors.After the system is unblocked on the main doors, the access to secondary doors is allowed. At the same time, the system prevents the main door from being locked if secondary doors have not been previously locked.  





Roof Fan · Viper Series

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Roof Fan, specially designed for extracting heat from the top of the cabinet, for achieving a perfect air fl ow in the inside.





Sockets · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Stainless steel plinthbase 100 and 200 mm high. Allows cabinet to be raised and get extra  accommodation for cables increasing the  separation between the ground and the door, and easily detachable both front and side.





Sun Shield Enclosures IP66

Outdoor Enclosures
Sun Shield Enclosures IP66 provides protection for single or multiple instruments, preventing Electrical & electronics devices,due to temperature changes caused by solar radiation....





Ventilation Brackets · Accessories

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Placed both in the front enclosure and on the side, allowing a perfect flow of air inside.





Ventilation Brackets · Accessories

Outdoor Enclosures
Placed both in the front enclosure and on the side, allowing a perfect flow of air inside.





Wall Mounting Brackets · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
They are fixed from the outside and can be positioned either vertically or horizontally.





Waterproof Seal · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Injected waterproof seal UL, TÜV, CE certified. In all electric cabinets a waterproof seal in placed as standard to prevent water and fluid absorption, preventing such entering the enclosure. Resistant from -40°C to +100°C.





Aluminum Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Aluminium cabinet Tornado Series with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Aluminum Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Aluminium cabinet Tornado Series with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Metric Cable Glands Hygienic IP69K

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Hygienic glands IP69K are fit for passing, pressing and fixing cables between two compartments such as junction boxes, electric enclosures or any cabinet where protection against dust, dirt or water is required.Made in stainless steel, hygienic glands are a definite solution against dirt and germs. They are the only glands tested according to FDA and EHEDG standards. We have the widest range from M12 to M25 and the highest quality.





Roof Fan Viper IP54 · VIPER SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Roof Fan, specially designed for extracting heat from the top of the cabinet, for achieving a perfect air flow in the inside.





Sun Shield Enclosures IP66

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Sun Shield Enclosures IP66 provides protection for single or multiple instruments, preventing Electrical & electronics devices,due to temperature changes caused by solar radiation....





Metric Cable Glands Hygienic IP69K

Cable Glands
Hygienic glands IP69K are fit for passing, pressing and fixing cables between two compartments such as junction boxes, electric enclosures or any cabinet where protection against dust, dirt or water is required.Made in stainless steel, hygienic glands are a definite solution against dirt and germs. They are the only glands tested according to FDA and EHEDG standards. We have the widest range from M12 to M25 and the highest quality.





Sun Shield Enclosures IP66

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Sun Shield Enclosures IP66 provides protection for single or multiple instruments, preventing Electrical & electronics devices,due to temperature changes caused by solar radiation....





Aluminium Push-Button Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Waterproof IP66 resistant, elegant and functional junction boxes GEO series, manufactured in aluminum and finished in RAL 7035. And especially designed for placing push-buttons.





Aluminium Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Luxor aluminium electrical monobloc enclosure series, with one or two doors, made of aluminium and finished in textured paint RAL 7035. The only enclosure made of aluminium in large sizes. Monobloc manufacture allows IP66 sealing and +IK7 resistance.





Anti- Dust System for Electrical Enclosures Dusty · Dusty Series

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The Dusty pressurization Series is designed for environments full of dirt, airborne dust, and for installation in corrosive environments. Our enclosures system AISI 304 or 316 with the pressurization system prevents the damages to the electrical components produced by the gases or environmental powder. This is an economic system, 100 % reliable.





Corrosion Resistant enclosures · ISO 12944:2018

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Manufacturer of corrosion resistant enclosures by ISO 12944:2018 standard is intended to assist engineers and corrosion experts in adopting best practice in corrosion protection of structural steel with coatings at new construction of industrial panel enclosures. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and CX enclosures any of the models in our catalogue....





Galvanized Steel Terminal Boxes Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The painted galvanized steel junction boxes Geo are tight, elegant and functional, made of galvanized steel painted RAL 7035. Available with blind or machine lid, specially designed for the placement of buttons.





Galvanized Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Luxor Series, are characterized by its robust design and surface finish in RAL 7035. Easy opening with chrome closures, smoothly turning, maximum flexibility and opening doors (up to 120 °) with stainless steel hinges. Maximum operating amplitude for the mounting and easily removable. It has all the necessary measures to ensure their safety in electrical installations in outdoor facilities approvals.





Hygienic Design Enclosure Luxor IP6K9K · HYGIENIC SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Hygienic Design wall Enclosure Luxor series IP6K9K wall made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L. Specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working.Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Hygienic Design Tribeca · HYGIENIC DESIGN

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Hygienic Design Floor Stand enclosures, Tribeca Series IP6K9K blue silicone gasked UL certified with a large capacity, specially designed for the food processing industry....





Hygrostats for Electrical Enclosure

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Hygrostats for small siza racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Compact higrostat for mounting on a 35 mm DIN rail. Based on bimetallic union.





Junction Box Geo IP6K9K

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Geo Series IP6K9K push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons.





Modular Distribution Cabinets Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Enclosure made with modular profile. Able to withstand high electrical and mechanical voltages. A unique design made in A304L stainless steel (polished), with a capacity of up to 624 modules in a single enclosure.





Modular Distribution Compact Cabinets Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Stainless steel modular distribution compact cabinets Tribeca is very robust and compact enclosures made with high quality materials which can withstand high electrical and mechanical stress. Made in A304L stainless steel (polished) with a capacity up to 962 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers.





Modular Distribution Wall Cabinets Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Robust and compact enclosure. Designed for wall mounted installations up to 472 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers. Compact enclosure for perfect sealing and resistance with a drainage channel, a polyurethane joint, concealed hinges and double-bit locks in A316 stainless steel. They come wrapped in a protective film that prevents scratches and abrasions during handling....





Outdoor Enclosures Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of stainless AISI 304L or galvanized and painted steel.





Reinforced Electrical Enclosure IP66

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Reinforced electrical enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L - EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Seismic Enclosure IP66

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Seismic reinforced enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L -  EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Stainless Steel Junction Box Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The world's leading manufacturer of stainless steel electrical enclosures. Stainless steel junction boxes Geo Series, elegant watertight IP66 made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L - EN-14306 or AISI 316L stainless steel....





Thermo-Hygrostat

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Thermo-Hygrostat for small size racks and enclosures with dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Electronic thermo-hygrostat for DIN 35 mm rail mounting., with LED display of power on and status. Typically used to control enclosure heaters and the change over contact triggers either for high humidity or low temperature, independently set adjustable. 





Vent Drains for Thermoelectric Coolers and Enclosures

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Due to the low opening-pressure of the valve, the vent drain installed on the underside of the cabinet can also drain water that is standing on the bottom almost completely....





Metric Cable Glands Hygienic · HYGIENIC SERIES

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Made in AISI 303L stainless steel, hygienic glands are a definite solution against dirt and germs. They are the only glands tested according to FDA and EHEDG standards. Also available in EMC version.





Aluminium Push-Button Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
Waterproof IP66 resistant, elegant and functional junction boxes GEO series, manufactured in aluminum and finished in RAL 7035. And especially designed for placing push-buttons.





Aluminium Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
Luxor aluminium electrical monobloc enclosure series, with one or two doors, made of aluminium and finished in textured paint RAL 7035. The only enclosure made of aluminium in large sizes. Monobloc manufacture allows IP66 sealing and +IK7 resistance.





Corrosion Resistant enclosures · ISO 12944:2018

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Manufacturer of corrosion resistant enclosures by ISO 12944:2018 standard is intended to assist engineers and corrosion experts in adopting best practice in corrosion protection of structural steel with coatings at new construction of industrial panel enclosures. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and CX enclosures any of the models in our catalogue....





EMC Filter Fans Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Filter Fans
EMC fan with fitted filter and EMC conductive gasket. High performance, low power, and silent working, with a slim design, only 4 mm, and an affordable price.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified





EMC Filter Fans Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
EMC fan with fitted filter and EMC conductive gasket. High performance, low power, and silent working, with a slim design, only 4 mm, and an affordable price.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified





Hygrostats for Electrical Enclosure

Temperature Controlled Enclosures
Hygrostats for small siza racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Compact higrostat for mounting on a 35 mm DIN rail. Based on bimetallic union.





Hygrostats for Electrical Enclosure

Temperature Control
Hygrostats for small siza racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Compact higrostat for mounting on a 35 mm DIN rail. Based on bimetallic union.





Hygrostats for Electrical Enclosure

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Hygrostats for small siza racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Compact higrostat for mounting on a 35 mm DIN rail. Based on bimetallic union.





Roof Mounted Air Conditioners

Air Conditioners
The range of roof mounted air conditioners (between 500W and 3800W) have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment.The range of roof mounted air conditioners have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment. They are quick and easy to install with simple cut-outs and a drilling template supplied with each unit. We design systems according to your needs





Roof Mounted Air Conditioners

Aluminium Industrial Enclosures
The range of roof mounted air conditioners (between 500W and 3800W) have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment.The range of roof mounted air conditioners have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment. They are quick and easy to install with simple cut-outs and a drilling template supplied with each unit. We design systems according to your needs





Roof Mounted Air Conditioners

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The range of roof mounted air conditioners (between 500W and 3800W) have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment.The range of roof mounted air conditioners have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment. They are quick and easy to install with simple cut-outs and a drilling template supplied with each unit. We design systems according to your needs





Thermo-Hygrostat

Temperature Controlled Enclosures
Thermo-Hygrostat for small size racks and enclosures with dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Electronic thermo-hygrostat for DIN 35 mm rail mounting., with LED display of power on and status. Typically used to control enclosure heaters and the change over contact triggers either for high humidity or low temperature, independently set adjustable. 





Thermo-Hygrostat

Temperature Control
Thermo-Hygrostat for small size racks and enclosures with dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Electronic thermo-hygrostat for DIN 35 mm rail mounting., with LED display of power on and status. Typically used to control enclosure heaters and the change over contact triggers either for high humidity or low temperature, independently set adjustable. 





Thermo-Hygrostat

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Thermo-Hygrostat for small size racks and enclosures with dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Electronic thermo-hygrostat for DIN 35 mm rail mounting., with LED display of power on and status. Typically used to control enclosure heaters and the change over contact triggers either for high humidity or low temperature, independently set adjustable. 





Vent Drains for Thermoelectric Coolers and Enclosures

Thermoelectric Coolers
Due to the low opening-pressure of the valve, the vent drain installed on the underside of the cabinet can also drain water that is standing on the bottom almost completely....





Vent Drains for Thermoelectric Coolers and Enclosures

Temperature Controlled Enclosures
Due to the low opening-pressure of the valve, the vent drain installed on the underside of the cabinet can also drain water that is standing on the bottom almost completely....





Vent Drains for Thermoelectric Coolers and Enclosures

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Due to the low opening-pressure of the valve, the vent drain installed on the underside of the cabinet can also drain water that is standing on the bottom almost completely....





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65, designed for industrial environments subject to dust, dirt and moisture, manufactured made in stainless steel AISI 304L. Gives protection and storage for equipment used in manufacturing, computers and peripherals, without skimping on design and functionality.





Anti- Dust System for Electrical Enclosures Dusty · Dusty Series

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
The Dusty pressurization Series is designed for environments full of dirt, airborne dust, and for installation in corrosive environments. Our enclosures system AISI 304 or 316 with the pressurization system prevents the damages to the electrical components produced by the gases or environmental powder. This is an economic system, 100 % reliable.





Corrosion Resistant enclosures · ISO 12944:2018

Corrosion Resistant Enclosures
Manufacturer of corrosion resistant enclosures by ISO 12944:2018 standard is intended to assist engineers and corrosion experts in adopting best practice in corrosion protection of structural steel with coatings at new construction of industrial panel enclosures. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and CX enclosures any of the models in our catalogue....





Corrosion Resistant enclosures · ISO 12944:2018

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Manufacturer of corrosion resistant enclosures by ISO 12944:2018 standard is intended to assist engineers and corrosion experts in adopting best practice in corrosion protection of structural steel with coatings at new construction of industrial panel enclosures. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and CX enclosures any of the models in our catalogue....





IP68 Junction Boxes Geo · Geo-Amphibox

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
IP68 Stainless steel junction boxes Geo-Amphibox Series made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L, combine a number of features ideal for electrical and electronic applications where security and perfect sealing against dust and water are essential it can be place in indoor or outdoor areas. ...





Junction Box Geo IP6K9K

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Geo Series IP6K9K push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons.





Modular Distribution Cabinets Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Enclosure made with modular profile. Able to withstand high electrical and mechanical voltages. A unique design made in A304L stainless steel (polished), with a capacity of up to 624 modules in a single enclosure.





Modular Distribution Compact Cabinets Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel modular distribution compact cabinets Tribeca is very robust and compact enclosures made with high quality materials which can withstand high electrical and mechanical stress. Made in A304L stainless steel (polished) with a capacity up to 962 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers.





Modular Distribution Wall Cabinets Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Robust and compact enclosure. Designed for wall mounted installations up to 472 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers. Compact enclosure for perfect sealing and resistance with a drainage channel, a polyurethane joint, concealed hinges and double-bit locks in A316 stainless steel. They come wrapped in a protective film that prevents scratches and abrasions during handling....





Reinforced Electrical Enclosure IP66

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Reinforced electrical enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L - EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Roof Mounted Air Conditioners

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
The range of roof mounted air conditioners (between 500W and 3800W) have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment.The range of roof mounted air conditioners have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment. They are quick and easy to install with simple cut-outs and a drilling template supplied with each unit. We design systems according to your needs





Seismic Enclosure IP66

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Seismic reinforced enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L -  EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Stainless Steel Dismountable Console Atrium IP66 · Atrium Series

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Dismountable Atrium Series console, elegant and functional, made up of 3 parts so as to choose what best suits the need in each installation. Easily accessible for the operator. Manufacturated in stainless steel, with a design allowing IP66 (one door, IP55 two doors) and maximum resistance of IK10.





Stainless Steel Junction Box Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
The world's leading manufacturer of stainless steel electrical enclosures. Stainless steel junction boxes Geo Series, elegant watertight IP66 made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L - EN-14306 or AISI 316L stainless steel....





Stainless Steel Junction Box Geo IP67 · Geo-Amphibox

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel IP67 junction box Geo-Amphibox Series made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L combine a number of features ideal for electrical and electronic applications where security and perfect sealing against dust and water are essential. Submersible 1 meter during 30 minutes.IP67 Junction box are widely used for housing vital electronic control and test equipment for an enclosure which will withstand harsh environmental conditions.





Stainless Steel Wall Mounted Enclosure Luxor IP67 · Luxor-Amphibox

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel electrical enclosures wall mounted Luxor Amphibox© Series IP67, combine ideal characteristics for electrical and electronic applications where safety and perfect seal against dust and water are essential. Submersible 1 meter during 30 minutes.IP67 rated electronics, industrial enclosures have a durable waterproof and dustproof design for various indoor or outdoor electronics and electrical applications.





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65, designed for industrial environments subject to dust, dirt and moisture, manufactured made in stainless steel AISI 304L. Gives protection and storage for equipment used in manufacturing, computers and peripherals, without skimping on design and functionality.





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel PC Compact Enclosure IP65

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Standard industrial operator workstations HMI´s use industrial-grade components. Our standard product is for indoor or outdoor environments with Type 4X IP66 rating for washdown environments.General-purpose workstations can include options for mounting, I/O, enclosure material, and computing power.





Corrosion Resistant enclosures · ISO 12944:2018

Outdoor Enclosures
Manufacturer of corrosion resistant enclosures by ISO 12944:2018 standard is intended to assist engineers and corrosion experts in adopting best practice in corrosion protection of structural steel with coatings at new construction of industrial panel enclosures. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and CX enclosures any of the models in our catalogue....





DIN Tray · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Directly fixed to the structure. Galvanized 1.5 mm thick steel. Dimensions: 35mm by 7.5 or 5mm.





Hygrostats for Electrical Enclosure

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Hygrostats for small siza racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Compact higrostat for mounting on a 35 mm DIN rail. Based on bimetallic union.





Outdoor Enclosures Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of stainless AISI 304L or galvanized and painted steel.





Vent Drains for Thermoelectric Coolers and Enclosures

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Due to the low opening-pressure of the valve, the vent drain installed on the underside of the cabinet can also drain water that is standing on the bottom almost completely....





Metric EMC Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC nickel plated cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Stainless Steel Junction Box Geo IP67 · Geo-Amphibox

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel IP67 junction box Geo-Amphibox Series made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L combine a number of features ideal for electrical and electronic applications where security and perfect sealing against dust and water are essential. Submersible 1 meter during 30 minutes.IP67 Junction box are widely used for housing vital electronic control and test equipment for an enclosure which will withstand harsh environmental conditions.





Stainless Steel Wall Mounted Enclosure Luxor IP67 · Luxor-Amphibox

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel electrical enclosures wall mounted Luxor Amphibox© Series IP67, combine ideal characteristics for electrical and electronic applications where safety and perfect seal against dust and water are essential. Submersible 1 meter during 30 minutes.IP67 rated electronics, industrial enclosures have a durable waterproof and dustproof design for various indoor or outdoor electronics and electrical applications.





Aluminium Push-Button Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Waterproof IP66 resistant, elegant and functional junction boxes GEO series, manufactured in aluminum and finished in RAL 7035. And especially designed for placing push-buttons.





Aluminium Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Luxor aluminium electrical monobloc enclosure series, with one or two doors, made of aluminium and finished in textured paint RAL 7035. The only enclosure made of aluminium in large sizes. Monobloc manufacture allows IP66 sealing and +IK7 resistance.





Aluminium Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Luxor aluminium electrical monobloc enclosure series, with one or two doors, made of aluminium and finished in textured paint RAL 7035. The only enclosure made of aluminium in large sizes. Monobloc manufacture allows IP66 sealing and +IK7 resistance.





Anti- Dust System for Electrical Enclosures Dusty · Dusty Series

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The Dusty pressurization Series is designed for environments full of dirt, airborne dust, and for installation in corrosive environments. Our enclosures system AISI 304 or 316 with the pressurization system prevents the damages to the electrical components produced by the gases or environmental powder. This is an economic system, 100 % reliable.





EMC Filter Fans Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
EMC fan with fitted filter and EMC conductive gasket. High performance, low power, and silent working, with a slim design, only 4 mm, and an affordable price.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified





Galvanized Steel Terminal Boxes Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel junction boxes Geo are tight, elegant and functional, made of galvanized steel painted RAL 7035. Available with blind or machine lid, specially designed for the placement of buttons.





Galvanized Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Luxor Series, are characterized by its robust design and surface finish in RAL 7035. Easy opening with chrome closures, smoothly turning, maximum flexibility and opening doors (up to 120 °) with stainless steel hinges. Maximum operating amplitude for the mounting and easily removable. It has all the necessary measures to ensure their safety in electrical installations in outdoor facilities approvals.





Galvanized Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Luxor Series, are characterized by its robust design and surface finish in RAL 7035. Easy opening with chrome closures, smoothly turning, maximum flexibility and opening doors (up to 120 °) with stainless steel hinges. Maximum operating amplitude for the mounting and easily removable. It has all the necessary measures to ensure their safety in electrical installations in outdoor facilities approvals.





Hygienic Design Enclosure Luxor IP6K9K · HYGIENIC SERIES

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Hygienic Design wall Enclosure Luxor series IP6K9K wall made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L. Specially designed for the food industry.No openings, hinges, where bacteria could lie but robust and easy lock opening with a big space inside to allow easy working.Moreover the inclination of the roof prevents objects being placed on the surface and our vertical electro polished finish helps repel liquids and prevent virus and bacteria building up on the surface.





Hygienic Design Junction Box Geo · HYGIENIC DESIGN

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Hygienic Design Juntion Boxes, Geo Series,  IP6K9K, blue silicone gasket, European standard 13 EHEDG certified, and UL NEMA type 4xElegant watertight jtion boxes made finely polished AISI 304L EN-14306 & AISI 316L stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons and Terminals. 





Hygienic Design Tribeca · HYGIENIC DESIGN

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Hygienic Design Floor Stand enclosures, Tribeca Series IP6K9K blue silicone gasked UL certified with a large capacity, specially designed for the food processing industry....





Hygienic Design Tribeca · HYGIENIC DESIGN

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Hygienic Design Floor Stand enclosures, Tribeca Series IP6K9K blue silicone gasked UL certified with a large capacity, specially designed for the food processing industry....





IP68 Junction Boxes Geo · Geo-Amphibox

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
IP68 Stainless steel junction boxes Geo-Amphibox Series made of stainless steel AISI 304L or AISI 316L, combine a number of features ideal for electrical and electronic applications where security and perfect sealing against dust and water are essential it can be place in indoor or outdoor areas. ...





Junction Box Geo IP6K9K

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Geo Series IP6K9K push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons.





Metric Cable Glands IP69K

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304, AISI 316 or nickel plated IP69K, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.





Metric EMC Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC nickel plated cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC nickel plated cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC nickel plated cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Metric EMC stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Metric stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Modular Distribution Cabinets Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Enclosure made with modular profile. Able to withstand high electrical and mechanical voltages. A unique design made in A304L stainless steel (polished), with a capacity of up to 624 modules in a single enclosure.





Modular Distribution Cabinets Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Enclosure made with modular profile. Able to withstand high electrical and mechanical voltages. A unique design made in A304L stainless steel (polished), with a capacity of up to 624 modules in a single enclosure.





Modular Distribution Compact Cabinets Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel modular distribution compact cabinets Tribeca is very robust and compact enclosures made with high quality materials which can withstand high electrical and mechanical stress. Made in A304L stainless steel (polished) with a capacity up to 962 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers.





Modular Distribution Compact Cabinets Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel modular distribution compact cabinets Tribeca is very robust and compact enclosures made with high quality materials which can withstand high electrical and mechanical stress. Made in A304L stainless steel (polished) with a capacity up to 962 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers.





Modular Distribution Wall Cabinets Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Robust and compact enclosure. Designed for wall mounted installations up to 472 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers. Compact enclosure for perfect sealing and resistance with a drainage channel, a polyurethane joint, concealed hinges and double-bit locks in A316 stainless steel. They come wrapped in a protective film that prevents scratches and abrasions during handling....





Modular Distribution Wall Cabinets Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Robust and compact enclosure. Designed for wall mounted installations up to 472 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers. Compact enclosure for perfect sealing and resistance with a drainage channel, a polyurethane joint, concealed hinges and double-bit locks in A316 stainless steel. They come wrapped in a protective film that prevents scratches and abrasions during handling....





Outdoor Enclosures Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of stainless AISI 304L or galvanized and painted steel.





Reinforced Electrical Enclosure IP66

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Reinforced electrical enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L - EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Roof Mounted Air Conditioners

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
The range of roof mounted air conditioners (between 500W and 3800W) have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment.The range of roof mounted air conditioners have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment. They are quick and easy to install with simple cut-outs and a drilling template supplied with each unit. We design systems according to your needs





Seismic Enclosure IP66

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Seismic reinforced enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L -  EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Stainless Steel Dismountable Console Atrium IP66 · Atrium Series

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Dismountable Atrium Series console, elegant and functional, made up of 3 parts so as to choose what best suits the need in each installation. Easily accessible for the operator. Manufacturated in stainless steel, with a design allowing IP66 (one door, IP55 two doors) and maximum resistance of IK10.





Stainless Steel Dismountable Console Atrium IP66 · Atrium Series

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Dismountable Atrium Series console, elegant and functional, made up of 3 parts so as to choose what best suits the need in each installation. Easily accessible for the operator. Manufacturated in stainless steel, with a design allowing IP66 (one door, IP55 two doors) and maximum resistance of IK10.





Stainless Steel Junction Box Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The world's leading manufacturer of stainless steel electrical enclosures. Stainless steel junction boxes Geo Series, elegant watertight IP66 made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L - EN-14306 or AISI 316L stainless steel....





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65

Systems for the Human Machine Interface HMI
Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65, designed for industrial environments subject to dust, dirt and moisture, manufactured made in stainless steel AISI 304L. Gives protection and storage for equipment used in manufacturing, computers and peripherals, without skimping on design and functionality.





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel Computer Enclosure IP65, designed for industrial environments subject to dust, dirt and moisture, manufactured made in stainless steel AISI 304L. Gives protection and storage for equipment used in manufacturing, computers and peripherals, without skimping on design and functionality.





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel PC Compact Enclosure IP65

Systems for the Human Machine Interface HMI
Standard industrial operator workstations HMI´s use industrial-grade components. Our standard product is for indoor or outdoor environments with Type 4X IP66 rating for washdown environments.General-purpose workstations can include options for mounting, I/O, enclosure material, and computing power.





Workstation HMI´s Stainless Steel PC Compact Enclosure IP65

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Standard industrial operator workstations HMI´s use industrial-grade components. Our standard product is for indoor or outdoor environments with Type 4X IP66 rating for washdown environments.General-purpose workstations can include options for mounting, I/O, enclosure material, and computing power.





EMC Filter Fans Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
EMC fan with fitted filter and EMC conductive gasket. High performance, low power, and silent working, with a slim design, only 4 mm, and an affordable price.EMC 2014/30/UE Certified





Metric EMC Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Metric EMC nickel plated cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Metric EMC stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Corrosion Resistant enclosures · ISO 12944:2018

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Manufacturer of corrosion resistant enclosures by ISO 12944:2018 standard is intended to assist engineers and corrosion experts in adopting best practice in corrosion protection of structural steel with coatings at new construction of industrial panel enclosures. C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and CX enclosures any of the models in our catalogue....





Galvanized Steel Terminal Boxes Geo IP66 · GEO SERIES

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel junction boxes Geo are tight, elegant and functional, made of galvanized steel painted RAL 7035. Available with blind or machine lid, specially designed for the placement of buttons.





Galvanized Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Luxor Series, are characterized by its robust design and surface finish in RAL 7035. Easy opening with chrome closures, smoothly turning, maximum flexibility and opening doors (up to 120 °) with stainless steel hinges. Maximum operating amplitude for the mounting and easily removable. It has all the necessary measures to ensure their safety in electrical installations in outdoor facilities approvals.





Junction Box Geo IP6K9K

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Geo Series IP6K9K push-button and junction boxes, elegant watertight boxes made wholly in finely polished AISI 304L EN-14306 stainless steel available in plain or bored covers (22.5).Specially designed for placing push-buttons.





Metric Cable Glands Hygienic · HYGIENIC SERIES

Cable Glands
Made in AISI 303L stainless steel, hygienic glands are a definite solution against dirt and germs. They are the only glands tested according to FDA and EHEDG standards. Also available in EMC version.





Metric Cable Glands IP69K

Cable Glands
Metric stainless steel cable glands stainless steel AISI 304, AISI 316 or nickel plated IP69K, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.





Metric EMC Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

Cable Glands
Metric EMC nickel plated cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric EMC Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

Cable Glands
Metric EMC stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, allow electronic devices to not interfere with each other and are suitable for passage, compression and clamping of cables between two compartments, such as junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices requiring a tightness against dust, dirt or water.Stock of cable glands EMC 2014/30/UE Certified. Fast delivery all over Europe! Order it now and save money!





Metric Stainless Steel Cable Glands IP68

Cable Glands
Metric stainless steel cable glands IP68 are made of stainless steel AISI 304 and AISI 316, are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Leader in stainless steel cable glands ... Fast delivery all over Europe. Order it now and save money!





Modular Distribution Cabinets Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

Modular Distribution Enclosures
Enclosure made with modular profile. Able to withstand high electrical and mechanical voltages. A unique design made in A304L stainless steel (polished), with a capacity of up to 624 modules in a single enclosure.





Modular Distribution Compact Cabinets Tribeca IP66 · TRIBECA SERIES

Modular Distribution Enclosures
Stainless steel modular distribution compact cabinets Tribeca is very robust and compact enclosures made with high quality materials which can withstand high electrical and mechanical stress. Made in A304L stainless steel (polished) with a capacity up to 962 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers.





Modular Distribution Wall Cabinets Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Modular Distribution Enclosures
Robust and compact enclosure. Designed for wall mounted installations up to 472 modules for differential placement and circuit breakers. Compact enclosure for perfect sealing and resistance with a drainage channel, a polyurethane joint, concealed hinges and double-bit locks in A316 stainless steel. They come wrapped in a protective film that prevents scratches and abrasions during handling....





Reinforced Electrical Enclosure IP66

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Reinforced electrical enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L - EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Roof Mounted Air Conditioners

The range of roof mounted air conditioners (between 500W and 3800W) have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment.The range of roof mounted air conditioners have been designed to cool electrical enclosures to prevent failure of installed equipment. They are quick and easy to install with simple cut-outs and a drilling template supplied with each unit. We design systems according to your needs





Seismic Enclosure IP66

Seismic Rated Enclosures
Seismic reinforced enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L -  EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Seismic Enclosure IP66

Galvanized Steel Electrical Enclosures
Seismic reinforced enclosure, single or double door, manufactured in stainless steel AISI 304L -  EN 1.4306 finely polished, to IP55 or IP66....





Anti-Poster Outdoor Enclosure IP66

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Outdoor cabinet antiposter, specially designed for public lighting, urban furniture, city hall, shopping centers, buildings... Its design with rumble strips prevents the sticking of posters. It is also aesthetically more elegant.





Filter Fans Stainless Steel Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Built-in filter fan, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4mm) and an affordable price.





Galvanized Outdoor Cabinet Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of galvanized and painted steel. Robust, developed and designed for outdoor, use with an embedded door, triple action above all rotation anti-vandalism handle and waterproof seal approved CE, UL.





Galvanized Steel Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
TORNADO Series specially designed for outdoor weather system: heat insulated double wall, autoventilated for better protection of electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fiber optic, etc.. Ideal to protect electronic equipment against temperature changes.





High Intensity Thermostat Dual

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The dual thermostat has two control ranges for heating and cooling functions. In the lower adjustment range, the switching point for heating is selected, while in the upper adjustment range, the switching point for cooling is selected.





Modular Enclosure Titan IP6K9K

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series IP6K9K, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life....





Modular Galvanized Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Titan Series are modular, fully customizable, flexible environments for food industries, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, power, which need a presence, hygiene, sealing and longer service life. 





Modular Stainless Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life.





Nema Rated Cable Entry Cover · ACCESSORIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Nema rated Cable entry cover for perform based on your needs. Depending on the width of the cabinet, one or two caps are made, remaining tightness thanks to the board that leads included.





Outdoor Double Wall Rack Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Outdoor rack enclosure and cabinets with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Outdoor Telecom 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series IP66 enclosure, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the rack electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage, video surveillance, etc....





Rack Galvanized Steel Outdoor 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
The stainless steel outdoor enclosure Storm Series are characterized by their high strength and spacious interior, with its manufacturing, getting width and height than the rest useful....





Resistance Heaters Nema UL for Enclosures · Max Series

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Resistance Heaters UL for electrical enclosuresTemperature variations inside control cabinets and housings, especially when installed outside, lead to condensation of water and consequently to malfunction and corrosion. Through the use of enclosure heaters, temperature variations can be reduced and condensation of water avoided.





Roadside Enclosures · Stainless Steel SOS

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Stainless steel Roadside panels consist an emergency station aimed at users and the tunnel’s staff, which allows to notify and communicate about any incident happened....





Stainless Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Electrical enclosures Luxor Series with improved design and materials used robust, easy to open, smoothly turning and opening, flexibility, maximum opening of the doors (up to 120°), maximum working width for your assemblies, easily removable, unique performance with cutting-edge polished surface finish.





Terminal Push Geo Hygienic IP66 · HYGIENIC SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Stainless Steel  Terminal Push Button Boxes hygienic Design GEO Especially designed and officially approved for food, chemical, pharmaceutical, transformer and telecommunication industries for use both inside and outside, due to the advantages of high resistance to chemical agents and durability.





Thermostat Dual NC/NO

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Thermostat dual for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provide high capacity and separated NO and NC contacts in different combinations. 





Thermostats

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Thermostats for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provides high capacity NO or NC contact. 





Wall Mounted Enclosure Luxor IP6K9K · LUXOR SERIES

Nema Electrical Enclosures Type 1-3r-4x-12
Electrical enclosures Luxor Series IP6K9K with improved design and materials used of locks, easy to open, smoothly turning and opening, flexibility, maximum opening of the doors (up to 120 °), maximum working width for your assemblies, easily removable, unique performance with cutting-edge polished surface finish....





Terminal Push Geo Hygienic IP66 · HYGIENIC SERIES

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Stainless Steel  Terminal Push Button Boxes hygienic Design GEO Especially designed and officially approved for food, chemical, pharmaceutical, transformer and telecommunication industries for use both inside and outside, due to the advantages of high resistance to chemical agents and durability.





Thermoelectric Hygienic IP67 · HYGIENIC SERIES

Hygienic Design Enclosures
Thermoelectric Hygienic Workstation featuring innovative Peltier Technology, providing compact, reliable, and energy-efficient air conditioning of 50 W....





Aluminium Resistance Heaters for Enclosures

Resistance Heaters
Aluminium resistance heaters for enclosures, with these aluminium resistance heaters, we can reduce temperature variations and avoid water condensation causing malfunctions and corrosion in cabinets and boxes.





Aluminium Resistance Heaters for Enclosures

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Aluminium resistance heaters for enclosures, with these aluminium resistance heaters, we can reduce temperature variations and avoid water condensation causing malfunctions and corrosion in cabinets and boxes.





Filter Fans Stainless Steel Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

Filter Fans
Built-in filter fan, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4mm) and an affordable price.





Galvanized Outdoor Cabinet Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of galvanized and painted steel. Robust, developed and designed for outdoor, use with an embedded door, triple action above all rotation anti-vandalism handle and waterproof seal approved CE, UL.





Galvanized Steel Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
TORNADO Series specially designed for outdoor weather system: heat insulated double wall, autoventilated for better protection of electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fiber optic, etc.. Ideal to protect electronic equipment against temperature changes.





High Intensity Thermostat Dual

Temperature Control
The dual thermostat has two control ranges for heating and cooling functions. In the lower adjustment range, the switching point for heating is selected, while in the upper adjustment range, the switching point for cooling is selected.





High Intensity Thermostat Dual

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
The dual thermostat has two control ranges for heating and cooling functions. In the lower adjustment range, the switching point for heating is selected, while in the upper adjustment range, the switching point for cooling is selected.





Nickel Plated Ventilation Plugs IP68

Temperature Control
Nickel plated ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Nickel Plated Ventilation Plugs IP68

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Nickel plated ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Outdoor Double Wall Rack Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Outdoor rack enclosure and cabinets with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Outdoor IP54 Air Cooling Enclosures · TROPIC SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
These outdoor air cooling enclosures require almost no maintenance and are designed to prevent clogging by solid contaminants that might be found in the environment.The Tropic cooling units keep high efficiency even under adverse environmental conditions; this important advantage reduces the maintenance of these units drastically. The cooling unit to work without a filter in the external air grillage.





Outdoor IP54 Air Cooling Enclosures · TROPIC SERIES

Air Conditioners
These outdoor air cooling enclosures require almost no maintenance and are designed to prevent clogging by solid contaminants that might be found in the environment.The Tropic cooling units keep high efficiency even under adverse environmental conditions; this important advantage reduces the maintenance of these units drastically. The cooling unit to work without a filter in the external air grillage.





Outdoor IP54 Air Cooling Enclosures · TROPIC SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
These outdoor air cooling enclosures require almost no maintenance and are designed to prevent clogging by solid contaminants that might be found in the environment.The Tropic cooling units keep high efficiency even under adverse environmental conditions; this important advantage reduces the maintenance of these units drastically. The cooling unit to work without a filter in the external air grillage.





Outdoor Telecom 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series IP66 enclosure, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the rack electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage, video surveillance, etc....





Polyamide Ventilation Plugs IP68

Temperature Control
Polyamide ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Polyamide Ventilation Plugs IP68

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Polyamide ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Rack Galvanized Steel Outdoor 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
The stainless steel outdoor enclosure Storm Series are characterized by their high strength and spacious interior, with its manufacturing, getting width and height than the rest useful....





Resistance Heaters Nema UL for Enclosures · Max Series

Resistance Heaters
Resistance Heaters UL for electrical enclosuresTemperature variations inside control cabinets and housings, especially when installed outside, lead to condensation of water and consequently to malfunction and corrosion. Through the use of enclosure heaters, temperature variations can be reduced and condensation of water avoided.





Resistance Heaters Nema UL for Enclosures · Max Series

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Resistance Heaters UL for electrical enclosuresTemperature variations inside control cabinets and housings, especially when installed outside, lead to condensation of water and consequently to malfunction and corrosion. Through the use of enclosure heaters, temperature variations can be reduced and condensation of water avoided.





Stainless Steel Ventilation Plugs IP68

Temperature Controlled Enclosures
Stainless steel ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Stainless Steel Ventilation Plugs IP68

Temperature Control
Stainless steel ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Stainless Steel Ventilation Plugs IP68

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Stainless steel ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Storm EMC Outdoor Rack 19 · STORM EMC SERIES

Outdoor Telecom 19 Racks
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series enclosure EMC, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage and video surveillance....





Thermoelectric Hygienic IP67 · HYGIENIC SERIES

Thermoelectric Coolers
Thermoelectric Hygienic Workstation featuring innovative Peltier Technology, providing compact, reliable, and energy-efficient air conditioning of 50 W....





Thermoelectric Hygienic IP67 · HYGIENIC SERIES

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Thermoelectric Hygienic Workstation featuring innovative Peltier Technology, providing compact, reliable, and energy-efficient air conditioning of 50 W....





Thermostat Dual NC/NO

Temperature Control
Thermostat dual for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provide high capacity and separated NO and NC contacts in different combinations. 





Thermostat Dual NC/NO

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Thermostat dual for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provide high capacity and separated NO and NC contacts in different combinations. 





Thermostats

Temperature Control
Thermostats for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provides high capacity NO or NC contact. 





Thermostats

Climate Control Cooling for Electrical Enclosures
Thermostats for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provides high capacity NO or NC contact. 





Boxes and Enclosures for Pneumatic Control IP66

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
We design and manufacture customized boxes and cabinets for pneumatic control (empty) in stainless steel or galvanize according to specifications required by the electro-pneumatic assembler.Its design is practical and elegant at the same time, in other words it gives an image of quality and safety





Electrical Enclosure for Extreme Temperature Conditions · TARDÍGRADO SERIES

Fire Rated Enclosures
We design and manufacture electrical cabinets for areas with extreme temperature conditions, both in high temperature +250ºC and in low temperature -60ºC; ours cabinets are prepared for a high humidity concentration or a very dry environment, with the guarantee that the electrical components will continue operating after many years.





Modular Enclosure Titan IP6K9K

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series IP6K9K, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life....





Modular Stainless Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life.





PRE-INSTALLED JUNCTION BOX · GEO

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
The junction boxes terminals are pre-assembled with terminals and cable glands; standardized, certified and ready for installation....





Roadside Enclosures · Stainless Steel SOS

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel Roadside panels consist an emergency station aimed at users and the tunnel’s staff, which allows to notify and communicate about any incident happened....





Stainless steel Junction Boxes · GEO SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Stainless Steel Junction Boxes IP66Stainless steel Juncion and terminal boxes, certified IP66 and ready for installation in Industry.Its characteristic design makes it, a sturdy, anti-corrosion, IP66 waterproof ready for use in corrosive areas, food processing or general Industry are robust and anti-corrosive.





Stainless Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Electrical enclosures Luxor Series with improved design and materials used robust, easy to open, smoothly turning and opening, flexibility, maximum opening of the doors (up to 120°), maximum working width for your assemblies, easily removable, unique performance with cutting-edge polished surface finish.





Storm EMC Outdoor Rack 19 · STORM EMC SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series enclosure EMC, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage and video surveillance....





Wall Mounted Enclosure Luxor IP6K9K · LUXOR SERIES

Stainless Steel Industrial Enclosures
Electrical enclosures Luxor Series IP6K9K with improved design and materials used of locks, easy to open, smoothly turning and opening, flexibility, maximum opening of the doors (up to 120 °), maximum working width for your assemblies, easily removable, unique performance with cutting-edge polished surface finish....





Anti-Insect System · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
We know the problem for the placement of cooling systems posed by the entry of insects inside the cabinet.





Anti-Poster Outdoor Enclosure IP66

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Outdoor cabinet antiposter, specially designed for public lighting, urban furniture, city hall, shopping centers, buildings... Its design with rumble strips prevents the sticking of posters. It is also aesthetically more elegant.





Anti-Poster Outdoor Enclosure IP66

Outdoor Enclosures
Outdoor cabinet antiposter, specially designed for public lighting, urban furniture, city hall, shopping centers, buildings... Its design with rumble strips prevents the sticking of posters. It is also aesthetically more elegant.





Anti-Vandal Keyboard · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The anti-vandal PC keyboard is made of stainless steel and meets IP65. 





Boxes and Storage Cabinets for UPS

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Universally accepted optimal solution is to store energy in a storage battery.





Cable Entry Cover · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Ideal accessory supplement, removable to make holes comfortably to suit your needs, and fitted so that it is completely integrated into the enclosure.





Clear Glass Door · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
All our cabinets are available with transparent exterior and interior doors for perfect vision of electrical components or indicators that are inside.





Data Pocket · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Useful to keep electrical drawings, maintenance records, etc..Highly resistant made of stainless steel.Fixed with screws or tape.





Designs / Doors · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The possibility of placing a double door in the cabinet is given to meet the customer’s need to improve maneuverability and to be able to keep one part closed while working on the other.





Door Retainer · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Door retainers are used to keep doors open safely. We have two materials: galvanized steel and stainless steel.





Eyebolt · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Galvanized in sizes M12 to M20.Set directly onto the body of the cabinet, including the possibility of mounting it with the roof already installed.





Galvanized Outdoor Cabinet Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of galvanized and painted steel. Robust, developed and designed for outdoor, use with an embedded door, triple action above all rotation anti-vandalism handle and waterproof seal approved CE, UL.





Galvanized Steel Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
TORNADO Series specially designed for outdoor weather system: heat insulated double wall, autoventilated for better protection of electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fiber optic, etc.. Ideal to protect electronic equipment against temperature changes.





Handles · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Depending on the cabinet and its subsequent use, we look for the handle that best suits the client’s needs; as standard, the cabinets carry the double bit handle, although several types of inserts are available, including those of electric companies.We have rotating handles in zamak and stainless steel. 





Levelling Feet and Wheels · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
For enclosures that need to be leveled or have to be moved regularly.





Limit Switches for Electrical Enclosure

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Thanks to the limit switch for electrical enclosures we get a perfect control cabinet lighting and energy savings by preventing any expenses incurred by the forgetting of light off.





Locks · Accessories

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Depending on the enclosure and its use, we look for the best closure suited to the customer’s needs.





Nema Rated Cable Entry Cover · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Nema rated Cable entry cover for perform based on your needs. Depending on the width of the cabinet, one or two caps are made, remaining tightness thanks to the board that leads included.





Open Door Security Device · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
This device prevents accidents, alerts the operator that the electrical system is functioning properly.





Outdoor Double Wall Rack Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
Outdoor rack enclosure and cabinets with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Outdoor IP54 Air Cooling Enclosures · TROPIC SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
These outdoor air cooling enclosures require almost no maintenance and are designed to prevent clogging by solid contaminants that might be found in the environment.The Tropic cooling units keep high efficiency even under adverse environmental conditions; this important advantage reduces the maintenance of these units drastically. The cooling unit to work without a filter in the external air grillage.





Outdoor Telecom 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series IP66 enclosure, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the rack electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage, video surveillance, etc....





Pedestal Stands · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Steel foot bracket to fix the cabinets to the floor.





Perforated Mounting Plate · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Perforated plates for quick installation of electrical components.





Plate Support · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The plate support helps in the weight distribution, as well as being a good anchor and can be adjusted to meet needs.





Rack Galvanized Steel Outdoor 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
The stainless steel outdoor enclosure Storm Series are characterized by their high strength and spacious interior, with its manufacturing, getting width and height than the rest useful....





Rack Support · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Interior solution that provides us with many solutions for the placement of electronic components, computer, network, data, ...This is an internal structure that is placed in the enclosure, either horizontally or vertically, allowing the placement of the  required components. Set of 2.





Roadside Enclosures · Stainless Steel SOS

Outdoor Enclosures
Stainless steel Roadside panels consist an emergency station aimed at users and the tunnel’s staff, which allows to notify and communicate about any incident happened....





Safety Lock · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Typically used in enclosures with temporary changes of user. You can also use the padlock seal, preventing cabinet unauthorized opening.





Security lock · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Security lock for placement it in electrical cabinets.





Separating Plate · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Fixed directly to the cabinet structure, to get separation as well as being a shelf for objects.





Set With Inner Door · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Interior door designed for direct placement in the enclosure.





Shock Absorbers for Electrical Enclosures · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
With the shock absorbers we get a better grip on the doors, and we define the opening angle of the same and also prevent abrupt closure. 





Sliding Cable Covers · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
These caps allow cable entry between them.





Spacing Insulators for Electrical Enclosures · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
La solución perfecta para aislar la placa de montaje respeto al armario eléctrico, Adecuados para separar el cuerpo de la placa de montaje en el interior de armarios eléctricos pudiendo trabajar con tensiones de hasta 1200-1500 V y pudiendo soportar cortocircuitos.





Stainless Steel Ventilation Plugs IP68

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Stainless steel ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Storm EMC Outdoor Rack 19 · STORM EMC SERIES

Outdoor Enclosures
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series enclosure EMC, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage and video surveillance....





Support Rails · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Support rails used to incorporate cabinets with scroll ball. 





Thermostats

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
Thermostats for small size racks and cabinets, dual function, heat, cold,... All of them are easy to install, reliable, economical and accurate, adaptable to any ventilation unit or resistance heaters in our catalogue.Based on bimetallic junction, provides high capacity NO or NC contact. 





Transportation Angle · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
The transportation angles add strength in handling loading and unloading of the cabinets.





Tray · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
This solution allows easy removal of any material housed inside the cabinet on the inside trays using the side guides both horizontally and vertically.





Union Kit · ACCESSORIES

Electrical Enclosures Accessories
With this piece we can connect several structures.A seal is also used to reinforce the union as whole, keeping the enclosure complety sealed.





Metric Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric nickel plated cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of heavy duty waterproof ... IP68 cable glands. Call us now and save money!





Metric Nickel Plated Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric nickel plated hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Metric Polyamide Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Metric polyamide plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Nickel Plated Ventilation Plugs IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Nickel plated ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





PG Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
PG polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





PG Polyamide Plug IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
PG polyamide plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Polyamide Ventilation Plugs IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Polyamide ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Stainless Steel Ventilation Plugs IP68

IP67 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Anti-Poster Outdoor Enclosure IP66

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Outdoor cabinet antiposter, specially designed for public lighting, urban furniture, city hall, shopping centers, buildings... Its design with rumble strips prevents the sticking of posters. It is also aesthetically more elegant.





Anti-Vandal Keyboard · ACCESSORIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The anti-vandal PC keyboard is made of stainless steel and meets IP65. 





Filter Fans Stainless Steel Prius IP55 · PRIUS SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Built-in filter fan, high performance, low power and soundless, with a slim design (only 4mm) and an affordable price.





Galvanized Outdoor Cabinet Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of galvanized and painted steel. Robust, developed and designed for outdoor, use with an embedded door, triple action above all rotation anti-vandalism handle and waterproof seal approved CE, UL.





Galvanized Outdoor Cabinet Tropico IP66 · TROPICO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The Tropico Series enclosure for outdoor and street lighting made of galvanized and painted steel. Robust, developed and designed for outdoor, use with an embedded door, triple action above all rotation anti-vandalism handle and waterproof seal approved CE, UL.





Galvanized Steel Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
TORNADO Series specially designed for outdoor weather system: heat insulated double wall, autoventilated for better protection of electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fiber optic, etc.. Ideal to protect electronic equipment against temperature changes.





Galvanized Steel Outdoor Rack with Double Wall Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
TORNADO Series specially designed for outdoor weather system: heat insulated double wall, autoventilated for better protection of electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fiber optic, etc.. Ideal to protect electronic equipment against temperature changes.





Industrial Cabinet WIFI Outdoor - IP66 Heat and Cold Solution

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
The harsh access point WIRELESS outdoor enclosures is designed to permit convenient and secure mounting of the Wi-Fi access point in difficult or outdoor and rugged environments.





Metric Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric nickel plated cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of heavy duty waterproof ... IP68 cable glands. Call us now and save money!





Metric Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Metric nickel plated cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of heavy duty waterproof ... IP68 cable glands. Call us now and save money!





Metric Nickel Plated Cable Glands IP68

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Metric nickel plated cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of heavy duty waterproof ... IP68 cable glands. Call us now and save money!





Metric Nickel Plated Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric nickel plated hexagon plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Metric Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Metric Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Metric polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Metric Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Metric polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Metric Polyamide Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Metric polyamide plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Modular Enclosure Titan IP6K9K

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series IP6K9K, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life....





Modular Galvanized Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Titan Series are modular, fully customizable, flexible environments for food industries, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, power, which need a presence, hygiene, sealing and longer service life. 





Modular Galvanized Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The painted galvanized steel enclosures Titan Series are modular, fully customizable, flexible environments for food industries, petrochemical, pharmaceutical, power, which need a presence, hygiene, sealing and longer service life. 





Modular Stainless Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life.





Modular Stainless Steel Enclosure Titan IP66 · TITAN SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Modular stainless steel enclosure Titan Series, stylish and corrosion resistant, completely adaptable, flexible, for food, petrochemical, pharmaceutical industries, electrical use, which require smartness hygiene, sealing and long life.





Nickel Plated Ventilation Plugs IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Nickel plated ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Outdoor Double Wall Rack Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Outdoor rack enclosure and cabinets with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Outdoor Double Wall Rack Tornado · TORNADO SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
Outdoor rack enclosure and cabinets with or without 19” or 21” rack system, especially designed for outdoor use: thermo-insulated and self-cooling  double wall for better protection of the electronics, servers, CCTV, telecommunications, voice, data, fibre optics,... Ideal for protecting electronic equipment against temperature change....





Outdoor IP54 Air Cooling Enclosures · TROPIC SERIES

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
These outdoor air cooling enclosures require almost no maintenance and are designed to prevent clogging by solid contaminants that might be found in the environment.The Tropic cooling units keep high efficiency even under adverse environmental conditions; this important advantage reduces the maintenance of these units drastically. The cooling unit to work without a filter in the external air grillage.





Outdoor Telecom 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series IP66 enclosure, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the rack electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage, video surveillance, etc....





PG Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
PG polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





PG Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP55 - IP54 Industrial Enclosures
PG polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





PG Polyamide Cable Glands IP68

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
PG polyamide PA66 cable glands IP68 are suitable for the passage, compression and wire binding between two compartments, such as junction boxes or devices requiring sealing.Stock of cable glands. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





PG Polyamide Plug IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
PG polyamide plug IP68 are suitable for blocking the passage between two compartments and provide pressure balance between the inside and the outside. They enable to expand the box in the future: junction boxes, electrical boxes or devices that require tightness against the dust, dirt or water.Stock of plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Call us now and save money!





Polyamide Ventilation Plugs IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Polyamide ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Rack Galvanized Steel Outdoor 19 Storm · STORM SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
The stainless steel outdoor enclosure Storm Series are characterized by their high strength and spacious interior, with its manufacturing, getting width and height than the rest useful....





Roadside Enclosures · Stainless Steel SOS

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel Roadside panels consist an emergency station aimed at users and the tunnel’s staff, which allows to notify and communicate about any incident happened....





Stainless steel Junction Boxes · GEO SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless Steel Junction Boxes IP66Stainless steel Juncion and terminal boxes, certified IP66 and ready for installation in Industry.Its characteristic design makes it, a sturdy, anti-corrosion, IP66 waterproof ready for use in corrosive areas, food processing or general Industry are robust and anti-corrosive.





Stainless Steel Ventilation Plugs IP68

IP68 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless steel ventilation plugs IP68 reduce the adverse effects of humidity in the environment circulation by preventing pressure increase inside the enclosure and limiting temperature increase through air.Stock of ventilation plugs. Fast delivery all over Europe, ... IP68. Order it now and save money!





Stainless Steel Wall Enclosure Luxor IP66 · LUXOR SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Electrical enclosures Luxor Series with improved design and materials used robust, easy to open, smoothly turning and opening, flexibility, maximum opening of the doors (up to 120°), maximum working width for your assemblies, easily removable, unique performance with cutting-edge polished surface finish.





Terminal Push Geo Hygienic IP66 · HYGIENIC SERIES

IP65 - IP66 Industrial Enclosures
Stainless Steel  Terminal Push Button Boxes hygienic Design GEO Especially designed and officially approved for food, chemical, pharmaceutical, transformer and telecommunication industries for use both inside and outside, due to the advantages of high resistance to chemical agents and durability.





Wall Mounted Enclosure Luxor IP6K9K · LUXOR SERIES

IP6k9K Industrial Enclosures
Electrical enclosures Luxor Series IP6K9K with improved design and materials used of locks, easy to open, smoothly turning and opening, flexibility, maximum opening of the doors (up to 120 °), maximum working width for your assemblies, easily removable, unique performance with cutting-edge polished surface finish....





Storm EMC Outdoor Rack 19 · STORM EMC SERIES

EMC Electrical Enclosures Solutions
Outdoor telecom 19" rack cabinet Storm Series enclosure EMC, designed to be placed in outdoor areas, protecting the electronic equipment needed for lighting, signage and video surveillance....







Successful Cases


Spain
Baron De Ley Winery

Success in Implementing Stainless Steel Electrical enclosures at Baron de Ley Winery....


Norway
Marine Farms

We are pleased to announce that Delvalle, as a global leader in electrical enclosures, has taken a...


Canada
Finch West Light Rail Transit

Toronto is in search of innovative solutions to improve its public transportation system. The...


Netherlands
Ship Launch and Recovery System

As a leading company in the maritime industry, Delvalle has developed offshore electrical enclosures...


Canada
La Fontaine Bridge Tunnel

The Louis-Hippolyte-La Fontaine Bridge Tunnel in Montreal, Canada, was in a critical state of...


Spain
Turrets for Port Ginesta

The largest marina in the country, Port Ginesta (Sitges), will invest in major infrastructure...


Netherlands
Motion Compensation Technology for the Marine Wind Industry

The main challenge faced by the offshore wind industry is the constant action of waves and...


Taiwan (Province of China)
Combined Cycle Power Plant Sun Ba II

The Sun Ba II gas-fired combined cycle power plant is a 1.1 GW power plant currently under...


China
Partial Discharge Monitoring (Hong Kong)

Hong Kong is at the forefront of implementing new technologies to transform its conventional...


Vietnam
Offshore Wind Farm Binh Dai

The ambitious renewable energy project of the offshore wind farm Binh Dai, with a capacity of 310MW...


Mozambique
Temane Combined Cycle Power Plant

In a significant energy infrastructure project in Mozambique, Delvalle has played a crucial role by...


Sweden
Stockholm Metro Lines

In the heart of Stockholm, Sweden, an ambitious metro expansion plan is underway to improve the...


Mexico
Combined Cycle Power Plant Sauz II

Combined Cycle Power Plant Sauz II aims to expand the capacity for electricity generation and...


Germany
Onshore Wind Farm Oelsig (Brandenburg)

The Oelsig onshore wind farm, located in the stunning landscape of Brandenburg, Germany, faced a...


United Kingdom
The Gibraltar Airport Tunnel

In an increasingly interconnected world, safety and efficiency in air traffic are of vital...


Brazil
Combined Cycle Power Plant UTE GNA II

We are proud to announce that Delvalle has been selected as the official supplier of cable glands...


Spain
The Barcelona Suburban Railway Line (Rodalíes)

The R4 line of Rodalies de Catalunya (Barcelona suburban trains) runs between San Vicente de Calders...


Spain
Adolfo Suárez Airport

Adolfo Suárez Airport, one of the busiest airports in Spain, needed a solution that would allow the...


Egypt
Broadcasting Soccer Matches

The passion for football in Egypt is reflected in the vibrant atmosphere experienced during matches....


Argentina
Thermal Power Plant Modesto Maranzana

The Modesto Maranzana Thermoelectric Power Plant, located in a high-performance industrial...


Israel
Photovoltaic Plant

Israel stands out for its forward-thinking approach to renewable energies and is undergoing an...


Canada
General Motors

General Motors (GM) Canada faced the critical need for adequate protection of their electrical...


United Kingdom
Boiler Foundation (Scotland)

The design and calculation of the foundation for supporting three impressive boilers for Navantia...


Spain
Torrelavega Substation

Torrelavega Substation plays an important role in supplying electrical power to the Cantabria...


China
Railway Network (Taiwan)

The railway network of Taiwan is the transportation system that connects various cities and regions,...


United States
Passenger Boarding Bridges at Miami Airport

Miami International Airport, known as MIA, is one of the largest and busiest airports in the United...


Egypt
Olympic International City Stadium

The stadium of the new Olympic International City in Egypt is a venue built in the New...


Mexico
Combined Cycle Power Plant (Valladolid)

A combined cycle power plant is an electricity generation facility that uses two heat cycles to...


Spain
San Serván 220 Collector Substation (Extremadura)

Photovoltaic plants in Extremadura benefit from favorable climatic conditions for the development of...


Spain
Barcelona Port Walkways

The port of Barcelona is one of the most important ports in the Mediterranean. It is strategically...


Mexico
Combined Cycle Power Plant (Merida)

Combined cycle power plants are widely used around the world and are an important source of...


Norway
Smestad and Sogn Substations

The electric cables between the Smestad and Sogn substations in Oslo are outdated and need to be...


Mexico
Olmeca Refinery (Dos Bocas)

By constructing the Olmeca Refinery (formerly called Dos Bocas) and with the purpose of...


Libya
Oil Wells

Through a leading energy technology company, these oil wells will be carried out to offer solutions...


Netherlands
Offshore Floating Installation Vessel

Building offshore is not an easy task given the inclement weather conditions along with the...


Netherlands
Ministry of Defense 

The Ministry of Defense of the Netherlands sought a solution to protect its telecommunications...


France
Airbus Radars

A well-known distributor based in Aucamville (France) that operates in the electricity sector,...


France
Toulouse Airport

An important French construction group has been controlling the operations of Toulouse airport since...


Netherlands
Resort Caribe

Royal Palm Beach Resort is situated on one of the largest inland lagoons of the Caribbean Sea...


Colombia
Conversion from Gas to Combined Cycle Plant

The power plant in Cartagena de Indias (Colombia) has been converted from gas-fired (simple cycle)...


Australia
Sydney Metro

The Sydney Metro Northwest comprises the first phase of eight train stations and 36 kilometres of...


France
Platform for Hydrogen or Electric Vehicles

A leading global manufacturer has announced its new range of platforms for all types of rigid trucks...


Chile
ELT Telescope - Cells Mirror

The Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) is a revolutionary new ground - based telescope project that...


France
Calvados Offshore Wind Farm

Calvados offshore wind farm is located more than 10 kilometers off the coast of Bessin, is expected...


United Arab Emirates
Port of Fujairah Bulk Handling Terminal

The port of Fujairah handling terminal facility will be designed to transport and load materials...


Côte d'Ivoire
Atinkou Combined-Cycle Power Plant

The supply of the Atinkou combined-cycle power plant is the largest project of its kind in Ivory...


United States
Boston Logan International Airport

Boston Logan International Airport is located in the city of Boston, Massachusetts, in the United...


Germany
Baltic Eagle Offshore Wind Farm

The Iberdrola group will build its second major wind power project in the Baltic Sea (Baltic Eagle)....


France
Fécamp Offshore Wind Farm

The project is located in the eastern part of the English Channel (France), off the coast of...


Saudi Arabia
Signalling and Telecom Systems for the Region’s Largest Railway Project

The Northern Train project in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabian is the longest railway in the world...


Spain
Electric Power for Outdoor Field Hospitals

Field hospitals are defined as a mobile, self-contained and self-sufficient health care facility...


Netherlands
HES Hartel Tank Terminal

The Hes Hartel Tank Terminal is developed at the Maasvalkte in the port of Rotterdam, Netherlands....


Vietnam
Hiep Thanh Nearshore Wind Farm

The Hiep Thanh nearshore wind farm is located between one and three kilometres off the coast of Tra...


Turkmenistan
Offshore Oil Platform

The offshore oil fields of Dzheitune (LAM) and Dzhygalybeg (Zhdanov) are located in the easternmost...


United Kingdom
The European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC)

Founded in Orkney in 2003, the European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) is playing a key role in proving...


Spain
Cranes, Barcelona Port

The Barcelona Europe South Terminal (BEST), has 13 cranes (ship to shore), with 24 positions and a...


Spain
Automatic Bird and Bat Monitoring and Protection

Today, it is necessary a self-working system for bird and bat monitoring and/or mortality mitigation...


Spain
Opel Paint Tunnel 

Automotive is a strategic sector of the Spanish and global economy and has become one of the...


United Kingdom
Refinery and Petrochemical Plant of Grangemouth (Scotland)

The Grangemouth Refinery and Petrochemical Plant is a complex located in the Firth of Forth in...


Portugal
ProBiomass - Biomass Power Plant 

ProBiomass I power plant, which opera since 2017 in Portugal and is going to make an extension of...


Spain
S-80 Plus-Class Submarine

The S-80 plus class is a Spanish class of a series of submarines, of new technological design. They...


Japan
Kita-Toyotomi Substation

Upper Hokkaido in northern Japan has favorable wind conditions and abundant open land, making the...


Vietnam
Tree Lot 5 Wind Farm

Vietnam has given the green light to nearly a hundred new wind farms, signalling the nation's...


Sri Lanka
Wind Turbines (Chunnakam)

Sri Lanka's natural beauty in its tropical forests, beaches, and landscape, as well as its rich...


United Kingdom
Biomass Power Station (Middlesbrough)

The world's largest biomass power station is located at the Port of Teesside in Middlesbrough...


Dominican Republic
Agua Clara Wind Farm

The first wind farm in the north of the Dominican Republic has been commissioned, located in Agua...


United Kingdom
Afton Wind Farm (Scotland)

Afton wind farm is a new 50 MW wind farm in East Ayrshire, Scotland; a modern wind farm that will...


United Kingdom
Ovenden Moor Wind Farm

The Ovenden Moor wind farm is a recently developed wind farm site in England, is located north of...


France
Offshore Wind Energy (Saint-Brieuc)

The nation with the most nuclear power plants in Europe, France, is building its first commercial...


Israel
Tel-Aviv Light Rail

The red line will connect two cities in the Tel Aviv metropolitan area, Petah Tikva and Bat Yarn;...


Spain
Gamesa (Primoral Wind Farm)

The Primoral wind farm located in Villamayor de Gállego in Zaragoza (Spain); came into operation...


Spain
Gamesa (Loma Gorda Wind Farm)

The Loma Gorda wind farm, composed of 7 turbines, generates 70 GWh/year, which is enough energy to...


Spain
Gamesa (Santo Domingo de la Luna Wind Farm)

The Santo Domingo de Luna wind farm, located in the Zaragoza towns of Luna, Las Pedrosas and Sierra...


Spain
Gamesa (Campoliva II Wind Farm)

The Campoliva II facility, the new wind farm which, at full capacity, produces more than 119 GWh per...


Spain
Gamesa (Campoliva I Wind Farm)

Endesa has embarked on an ambitious wind farm implementation plan in the province of Aragón...


Spain
Switchgear for Electrical Power Distribution (Iberdrola / Endesa)

The real technological challenge for Futur-Cells is to develop efficient medium voltage switchgear...


Spain
Amazon Data Centre

Amazon is well known as a global commercial operator that has revolutionised the way e-commerce...


Spain
Amazon Logistic Centre

The pandemic has generated a sense of urgency in all traditional retailers including Amazon, who...


Germany
Airport Light Rail in Frankfurt

Frankfurt airport is the largest airport in Germany and serves as a hub for international flights...


Spain
GAMESA WIND TURBINES

In Paradela (Lugo), construction began on a wind farm with a capacity of 12 megawatts (MW), with a...


Brazil
Blue Marlin Combined Cycle

A project of this nature (combined cycle) requires knowledge and experience in power generation due...


Guatemala
Las Cumbres, wind energy

Wind power is one of the most important and growing renewable sources for generating electric power....


France
Garbage Trucks

The french company specialized in the supply of solutions for the garbage treatment and collection,...


United Kingdom
Gibraltar Airport Access Tunnel

To handle passenger traffic at Gibraltar airport, a 350-metre-long tunnel was designed to cross the...


Qatar
GP Circuit 

The Losail International Circuit is a 5,380-metre (3.375 mi) long racetrack located 20 km northeast...


Indonesia
Sumbagut Gas Engine Plant

Indonesia, the fourth most populous country in the world with 255 million people, is the destination...


Spain
Casa Tarradellas

Casa Tarradellas decided to invest in the expansion of a mill to supply the flour for their pizzas....


Spain
Barcelona-Cadí Tunnel

The reality of new urban areas: driverless taxis, connected bicycles and smart streets. The digital...


Luxembourg
National Stadium

Luxembourg's national stadium, which will host football and rugby matches, is now in its final...


Spain
Campofrío Burgos

The early morning of 16 November 2014 was devastating in Burgos, the Campofrío factory burnt down...


Spain
Football Grounds La Liga

Football is a highly passionate and entertaining spectacle, as well as being big business....


South Africa
Touwsrivier Solar Power Plant

The Touwsrivier CPV solar plant is a 44 MW concentrating photovoltaic power station located 13 km...


Spain
Los Arcos Wind Farm (Andalusia)

Siemens Gamesa undertook the project to build a 34.6-megawatt (MW) wind farm in Los Arcos (Malaga),...


Ecuador
Milagro Substation

The new transmission system Milagro - Babahoyo doubles the transmission capacity of the existing...


Canada
Eglinton Crosstown 

The Eglinton Crosstown is a light rail transit line that will run along Eglinton Avenue between...


Canada
Montreal Metro

Montreal metro is renowned for its architecture and art. A different architect has designed each...


Spain
Serra das Penas and Paradela Wind Farms (Galicia)

The province of Lugo is an appropriate place to make a €61 million investment for the connection...


United Kingdom
Seagreen Offshore Wind Farm (Scotland)

Seagreen offshore wind farm project is being developed in two phases in the Firth of Forth...


United States
Newark Liberty International Airport (NYC)

Newark Liberty International Airport is an international airport straddling the boundary between...


Saudi Arabia
Solar Power Plant

The company Saudi Aramco that is specialized in oil & gas produces, it is now considered as one of...


Bolivia
Cochabamba GT Power Plant in Carrasco

In some cases, the simplest projects are the ones that involve more experience and more...


Algeria
Wellhead Control Enclosures

The Algerian state oil company Sonatrach announced the success of its oil-drilling project started...


United States
Moving Walkway at Dallas Fort Worth International Airport 

Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport  is the primary international airport serving...


Honduras
San Marcos Wind Farm

The San Marcos Wind Farm is located 140 kilometres south of the capital of Tegucigalpa (Honduras),...


Spain
Improved Mobility at Madrid-Barajas Adolfo Suárez Airport

Madrid-Barajas Adolfo Suárez airport has been equipped with new jetways and moving walkways to...


Qatar
Boarding Bridges at Hamad International Airport

The new Doha or Hamad International Airport is a new air terminal located in the Qatari city of...


Vietnam
Tan Thuan Coastal Wind Farm

Siemens Gamesa has been awarded the 75 MW and 90 MW projects at the Tan Thuan and Thai Hoa wind...


China
Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong

The Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong (China) is the world' s seventh longest suspension bridge....


France
Transformers for the Tricastin Nuclear Power Plant.

Located in Saint-Paul-Trois-Châteaux in Drôme, France, the Tricastin Nuclear Power Plant is...


United Kingdom
High-Speed Train (HS2 Project)

The train has been designed to meet all the requirements of HS2 Ltd. with a world reference model;...


Russian Federation
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) in the Russian Arctic

The project includes the construction of three LNG trains, with a capacity of 6,6 mtpa. of LNG each,...


Russian Federation
Locomotive and Wagon Wash Tunnel

Last January saw the official start of operations of the new train and wagon washing equipment...


Chile
Atacama Large Millimeter Array

The Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) is the most complex astronomical observatory...


Saudi Arabia
The Riyadh Metro

The Riyadh metro is one of the largest infrastructure works ever built. This metro represents a true...


United States
Hyperimmune Plasma in Patients with COVID-19

Delvalle has supplied stainless steel junction boxes for pharmaceutical industry in the development...


Canada
High-Speed Moving Walkway at Toronto Airport

The new high-speed moving walkway has been installed at Toronto Airport, in Canada. It is called...


Albania
Trans Adriatic Pipeline

The Trans Adriatic pipeline is one of the most ambitious engineering projects of the last decade,...


Peru
Chinalco Mining in Peru

Toromocho project (mine truck shop facilities) is located at 4.500m above sea level, in the mining...


Norway
Follo Line Rail Tunnels, Norway’s Biggest Rail Project

They will be the longest railway tunnels in Scandinavia, part of the Follo Line project, the biggest...


Qatar
Hamad International Airport (Doha)

The new Hamad International Airport (HIA) was designed to cater for a projected ongoing increase in...


Spain
Enclosures for Charging Station for Electric Vehicles

Stainless steel Enclosures Designed to be installed in Charging Station for Electric Vehicles, both...


United Kingdom
Kincardine Floating Marine Wind Farm (Scotland)

Delvalle was chosen for the Kicanrdine Offshore floating Wind Farm in Scotland as the supplier of...


Spain
Ryanair Airports

Delvalle has been chosen by the company Ryanair for the development of its outdoor cabinets used in...


Switzerland
Official Supplier of CERN ( Large Hadron Collider)

Delvalle habe been approved for the supplier to CERN of Stainless steel Industrial Enclosures....


Mexico
New Metro Line in Guadalajara (Mexico)

The construction of line 3 of Guadalajara subway (Mexico) has began. This is one of the most...


Qatar
New Port of Doha

Delvalle are suppliers to the firms making this new port on Doha, capital of Qatar....


Spain
Motorway C-16

At Delvalle we are suppliers of outdoor electrical cabinets for protecting the C-16 data...


Spain
AVE Monforte del Cid–Murcia

We are the supplier of the electrical cabinets for the high speed rail line between Monforte and...


United States
Danone Yogurt Factory in Ohio

We supply stainless steel enclosures hygienic design series this factory, one of the highest north...


United Kingdom
Wikinger, The largest Deep sea offshore windfarm

At Delvalle we have customized a solution to guarantee the sealing and maximum resistance in such a...


France
Nuclear Power Stations

Delvalle is very conscious to any possible risks that may have nuclear power....


Spain
Enlargement of the Port of Barcelona

A special and different port. Commercial, citizen, energy and logistical use....


Algeria
Oran Tamway

We supplied cabinets meeting the demanding French specifications....


Turkey
Ferrovial Tunnel Under the Marmara Sea

Delvalle and Siemens designed EMC electrical cabinets for the placement of electronics and signaling...


Spain
AVE Madrid-Valencia

Electrical cabinets for transmission of a multitude of data to the main data centre....


Panama
The Panama Channel Expansion Project

Manufacture and installation of watertight and hurricanes resistant IP67 nema 4x enclosures....


Kuwait
Desalination Plant

Special cabinets to support the special characteristics of this harsh desert area....
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+34 945 601 381
 

Quality Manufacturers - Delvalle
At Delvalle, we take pride in being industry-leading manufacturers. With more than 50 years of experience and an unwavering commitment to quality, our products are the result of expert craftsmanship and the highest standards.
Commitment to Quality
Our dedication to excellence is reflected in every Industrial Enclosure that we manufacture. We use top-quality materials and state-of-the-art technology to ensure that our products meet the most demanding expectations of our customers.
Fast Delivery Times

We understand that time is of the essence. That's why we strive to offer fast and reliable delivery times. You can trust us to deliver your products on time without compromising quality.
First-Class Customer Service
Customer satisfaction is our number one priority. Our customer service team is always ready to assist you and answer your questions. We are here to serve you.
Discover the Delvalle difference today. Trust us for high-quality products and fast delivery times. Thank you for choosing us as your trusted manufacturer.
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